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THIS 1988-89 PERFORMANCE SEASON
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE. ORONO

POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
I

Voyager IV
Loser Lght Rock Concert
September 16

Maine Sampler
with Dav d Mallett Dick Curiess
and the Overland Express
September 24
(Fom ly and Fr ends Weekend^
Sponsored by Shop n Save Supermar
kets and Wellby Super Drug Stores
Clancy Brothers
November 12
Sponsored by MPBN

ORCHESTRA
Springfield Symphony Orchestra
with Shlomo Mintz violin
October 6
Funded n part by the New England
Foundaton for the Ans

A

GALA EVENT

The Canad an Brass
November 19
Sponsored by Men II'Norstar Bank

Portland Symphony Orchestra
with Bill Crofut
January 27

Club 47-Tom Rush
Lvngston Taylor and
Chnstine Lavin
December 3

SPECIAL EVENTS

PIANO RECITALS

An Evening of Comedy with
Robert Klem
November 5
Sponsored by Congregation Beth Israel
in honor of their 100th Anniversary.

Santiago Rodnguez
October 23

The Flying Karamazov Brothers
April 30
Sponsored by Dahl Chase
Pathology Associates

Rudolf Nureyev and Friends
September 30

La Traviata
N Y City Opera National
Company
January 21
Co sponsored by the Opera League of
Maine and Bangor Savings Bank

Bangor Symphony Orchestra
with the University Singers and
Oratorio Society
April 15 and 16
Sponsored by the Bangor Symphony
Orchestra

THEATRE
Evita
October 14 15 and 16
(Homecoming Weekend)
Sponsored by Maine Savings Bank
42nd Street
April 21 22 and 23
Sponsored by Key Bank of Maine

Christopher O Riley
February 5

CHAMBER MUSIC

DANCE
Garth Fagan s Bucket Dance
Company
November 18
American Indian Dance Theatre
February 10

Eliot Feld Ballet Company
April 6
These dance presentations are
funded in part by the New Englai d
Foundation for the Arts the National
Endowment for the Arts and the Maine
Arts Commission

YOUNG PEOPLE'S PROGRAM
Bob McGrath
of Sesame Street with the
Bangor Symphony Orchestra
November 4
Sponsored by MPBN

Portland String Quartet
November 6
Sponsored by Adams Russell Cable
Services—Maine Inc.
Amsterdam Guitar Tno
February 17
Sponsored by Shaw's Supermarkets

Shanghai Quartet
February 26

New Stockholm
Chamber Orchestra
with Igor Kipnis harps chord
April 2
Sponsored by MPBN

HOLIDAY PROGRAM
Boston Camerato
December 15
Sponsored by MPBN

McLa n Family Band
May 5
Sponsored by Dahl Chase
Pathology Associates

1

JAZZ
George Russell
and the Living Time Orchestra
October 28
McCoy Tyner Trio
February 25
Sponsored by Bangor Hydro Electric
Company and Maine Yankee

For tickets and information, call

(207) 581-1755
Phone orders 8 30-4 30 weekdays
us ng Visa or MasterCard
Box Office window open 10-3
weekdays and one and one
half hours before every event
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UMaine Alumni
YOU

ARE INVITED TO JOIN US!

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
CREDIT UNION
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You pay for the checks. We pay the rest! Membership is $5.00
with a minimum deposit of $25.00. Take advantage of our
services.

24-hour drive-up automated teller machine (ATM) with the
nationwide "PLUS" system — Access your cash!
IRA ACCOUNTS

EFFECTIVE ANNUAL YIELD
6.697%
7.763%

6.50 % up to 8,000
7.50 % Over 8,000

REGULAR SAVINGS
6.1807%

6.0% dividend rate compounded
daily and paid monthly

HIGH YIELD SUPER SHARES
7.0% dividend rate. Dividend
accrued daily and paid monthly

7.230%

Minimum balance required is $2,000.00. $10 penalty for going below minimum balance.

NEW AUTO LOANS

USED AUTO LOANS

8.9%
9.9%
10.9%
11.9%
10.9%

36 months
48 months
60 months
36 months (1981-1985)
48 months (1986-1987)

Signature Loans up to $5,000 at 15%, Home Equity and Real Estate loans.
Loans for boats, campers, motor homes,etc., plus The best VISA CARD
around--16.9% APR, no annual fee, 25 day grace period.

PHONE: (207) 581-1458 OR 1-800-992 UMCU
for more information
YOUR SAVINGS INSURED TO $100,000 BY (MEMBER NCUA) THE NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION, AN
AGENCY OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

/

Above illustration enlarged

Official University of Maine Signet Ring
Crafted in solid 14 karat gold.
Featuring a richly detailed re-creation of the
University Seal in striking bas-relief.
Available in men’s and ladies’ styles.
Detach order form at perforation below Mail orders should be sent to the University of Maine Alumni Association do PO Box 511 Wayne PA 19087

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
SIGNET RING
Please accept my order for the following Official University of Maine Signet Ring(s) I
understand that the rmg(s) will be sent to me for a 15 day risk tree examination period
My initial payment will not be due until after this trial period I may return my rmg(s)
within 15 davs of receipt without obligation for the cost of the ring(s) or the shipping and
handling charge

MAIL ORDERS TO:
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
do Post Office Box 511
Wayne, PA 19087

__ 2_______ Ladies Signet Ring (#MNE-SRL88) @ $335’ each

PLEASE PRINT PURCHASERS NAME CLEARLY IF SHIP TO ADDRESS IS DIFFEREN1
PLEASE ATTACH SHIPPING ADDRESS TO ORDER FORM

QUANTITY

__________ Men s Signet Ring (#MNE-SRM88) @ $445* each

Ring size(s)________
Ring size(s)_________

QUANTITY

NAME

PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR DESIRED PERSONALIZED INSCRIPTION TO APPEAR INSIDE THE
GOLD BAND (NOTE THAT INSCRIPTION MUST BE LIMITED TO NO MORE THAN
20 TOTAL CHARACTERS INCLUDING SPACES) PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY INSCRIPTION
TO READ

______________________________________________________________________

STREET ADDRESS _______________________________________ :____________________
CITY_______________________________ STATE_______________ ZIP_________________
DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER

I wish to pay for each ring as follows

G

By taking advantage of Jostens convenient monthly installment plan of 10
payments of $33 50 per month for each ladies ring or 10 payments of $44 50
per month for each men s ring ’

C

By enclosing my check as full payment ($335 for each ladies ring $445 for
each men's ring) plus $6 per ring for insured shipping and handling made
payable to Jostens (Please add your appropriate state and local sales tax )
By charging the full amount ($335 for each ladies ring $445 for each men s
ring) plus $6 per ring for insured shipping and handling to my credit card
indicated below

SIG N ATU RE__________________________________________________________________

IF YOU ARE TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE MONTHLY INSTALLMENT PLAN, PLEASE
PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

_________________________________________________

Year

’The shipping and handling charge of $6 per ring will be added to the first payment
of the monthly plan Appropriate state and local sales tax will be added to monthly
installment payments All orders are subject to credit approval There is no finance
charge and no down payment on the monthly payment plan The total amount of
payments (total sales price) under the monthly plan is equal to the single payment
price If purchaser fails to pay any portion of the total payments due, the entire
balance shall, at Jostens election, become immediately due

For faster service, orders may be placed weekdays
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. (Eastern time) b> telephoning toll free
1-800-523-0124. Pennsylvania residents only should call 1-800-367-5248.
All callers should then request to speak to operator number 1714L.

RING SIZER & INSTRUCTIONS
1 Cut out paper sizer
2 Open slot A
3 Roll into a circle with numbers on the

5

)_____________________________________________

Expiration

Mo

4

(

FORMER ADDRESS (IF YOU HAVE LIVED AT YOUR CURRENT ADDRESS LESS THAN
THREE YEARS)

□ I VISA

Full Account Number

1714L

outside Insert the end of tab 8 into slot A
Place onto finger and pull tab through
slot until the paper is snug on your finger
Read finger size on scale
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CAMPUS
In Brief

Daily Campus
surveys
students about
sexism at Maine

Maine/Virginia
receive national
education honor

I

T his

I

past October, the
American Association of State
Colleges and Universities hon
ored two states, Maine and
Virginia, for effective coopera
tion between state government
and higher education.
At the Washington D.C. cere
mony, Governor John McKernan was a principal speaker,
and House Speaker Martin,
Chancellor Woodbury, and
UM President Lick all partici
pated.
In its publication "Coopera
tive Leadership: The State and
the University", the AASCU
noted, "Governor McKernan,
Chancellor Woodbury, and the
university presidents have
joined forces to prepare the
people of Maine for dramatic
changes to come in the world
of the future."

I

na Daily Maine Campus sur
vey of 96 female and 137 male
University of Maine students,
the majority (74% of the fe
males and 94%> of the males)
said they were not offended
by sexist language
In response to a question that
asked students if they had been
discriminated against in class,
77% of the women said no.
The survey was taken in
response to the release of a
report by the President's Task
Force on the Status of Women
which charged that the UM
campus was plagued with
sexism and the "ghettoization"
of women The conclusions of
the report sent shock waves
across campus, but most of its
recommendations were en
dorsed by UM President Lick.
Sharon Jackiw, who chaired
the task force, does not put a
i
great deal of weight on the
Jay Fortier of Orono begins filling up the shelves of the newly
Campus survey.
expanded and remodelled University of Maine Bookstore in the Me
"First of all, I don't know
morial Union. The Bookstore is now 207c larger, and includes all
how the group that was sur
facets of the operation under one roof — including textbooks, which
veyed was selected," Jackiw
were previously housed in a separate annex. For a sample of some of
i
said. "And secondly, the ques
the great UM sweat clothes the store now offers, see pages 36 and 37.
tions they asked were beside
the point. In our report we
said that sexist language in the
hrough a cooperative ef- Engineering and Science fac neering, Inc., Bangor and
class is most damaging to those
fort of the UM Alumni Asso ulty who realized more equip Aroostook Railroad, NYNEX j students who are not aware of
ciation, the development of ment was imperative to keep Foundation, Key Bank of the problem." She said that
fice, the College of Engineer students at the forefront of Maine, Bangor Savings Bank, raising student's awareness of
ing and Science, the business design technology and com Bangor Hydro Electric Com sexism was a priority.
and industrial sector of the petitive in the job market.
On another question,
pany, Central Maine Power,
state, and alumni and friends,
The extraordinary fundrais Northeastern Log Homes, whether women students had
nearly $170,000 was raised to ing effort included contribu Kleinschmidt Associates, been discouraged by their pro
establish and equip two labo tions from over 25 businesses, Almy & Son, Inc., Cadkey, Ver- fessors from pursuing their
ratories and a classroom in the 370 individual UM alumni, sacad Corporation, Carl Hein field of study, 94% said no.
Computer-Aided Drafting and the Class of 1972.
But when asked whether or
rich Co., DCA Engineering,
and Design Lab (CADD).
Among the businesses that
Ames Engineers, Maine Sur not a concentration on
The initial proposal for an donated to CADD were Cal- veyor's Service, Zenith Data | women's issues was necessary,
expanded CADD Lab was comp, Bath Iron Works, H.E. Systems, Autodesk, Inc., and 59% of the men and 69% of the
drawn up by the College of
Sargent, Inc., Bennett Engi
Moore/Weinrich Architects.
the women students said yes.
I

CADD Lab
now open for
UM students

T
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New UM Bookstore opens its doors

New alumni
directory is in
the works

F

inding a classmate can be
(just like looking for the pro
verbial needle in a haystack
But it is about to become eas
ier.
In January of 1990, the Uni
versity of Maine Alumni As
sociation will release the most
up-to-date and complete ref
erence on almost 70,000 alumni
ever compiled. The directory
will include names, addresses,
and phone numbers, academic
data, plus employment infor
mation. It will be bound in a
classic, library quality edition.
The UMAA has contracted
with Bernard C. Harris Pub
lishing Company, Inc. to pro
duce the directory. They will
begin researching and compil
ing the information to be
printed by mailing a question
naire to all alumni.

The large number of applicants
also brought the average SAT
score down 20 points from last
year. The admissions office
has already implemented
higher standards for appli
cants for next year.

mit '89 participants. Some star
tling and controversial discov
eries made recently in a num
ber of countries promise to
make the summit an exciting
event.
Co-sponsored by the Na
tional Geographic Society and
the National Park Service, the
conference will be hosted by
the Center for the Study of the
First Americans, an affiliate of
j UM's Institute for Quarternary
The first world conference
Studies.
on the peopling of the Ameri
Among the countries that
cas will draw leaders from will be represented are Japan,
around the world to Orono China, Korea, and the Soviet
this May.
Union. Scholars from these
For five days, from May 24- nations will be presenting
28, these scholars will share evidence of prehistoric peoples
information about the earliest from whom the first Ameri
inhabitants of the New World cans are thought to be de
with hundreds of other Sum scended.

World scholars
to meet at UM

University policeman LeRoy
Patterson was presented the
Steve Gould Award for outstand
ing service to the university.

UM enrollment
reaches all-time
record

T

he University of Maine's
enrollment increased by 10%
this fall, pushing the student
population to a record high of
12,282.
And for the first time in the
school's history there are more
women enrolled than men.
Women now comprise 50.3%
of the student body.
UM also broke records for
the number of applications and
the number of new students
admitted this fall.
The large number of new
students meant that some
freshmen had to live on the
Bangor campus, and that most
freshmen had to be housed in
triple rooms.

These are the students of the 80s?
Yes, it does look more like a campus scene from the 1960s than the 1980s, but when an issue affects today's
UM students personally they can still get out and exercise their constitutional rights. The issue at hand
here was the cutback by the university of its 24-hour student health care at the Cutler Health Center. The
cutback was caused by the resignation of several of the center's nurses, who claimed the center was
replacing registered nurses with less qualified personnel. (Photo courtesy Bangor Daily News.)

CAMPUS
Lifestyles

Taking a Hard Look at Fraternity Life at Maine
While the raids, hazing, and parties make the headlines, many
"greek" groups are quietly making positive changes.
December 1986.-Police raid the Lambda
Chi Fraternity House and find mari
juana and other drug paraphernalia. The
following spring the fraternity’s local
alumni president closes the house.
August 1988: Phi Eta Kappa alumni
close the fraternity house due to concern
over members being on academic and
social probation.
September 1988: Alpha Chi Omega so
rority loses its campus recognition after
a hazing incident involving branding of
November 1988: Delta Upsilon frater
nity is cited for hazing practices and
loses recognition.
November 1988: Police stage an early
morning raid on the Beta Theta Pi fra
ternity house and confiscate steroids,
marijuana plants, and some stolen
campus signs. They are also cited for
hazing practices.

ome fraternity and sorority members
are calling it a crackdown. But the University of Maine administration main
tains that recent actions do not mean it is
"anti-Greek". UM leaders say that some
Greek organizations are simply lagging
behind in their understanding of what is
acceptable social behavior.
"Overall, we are pleased with the fraternity /
sorority system here on campus," said associate dean, William Lucy. "For the most
part they are comprised of responsible
young people, and they make a positive
contribution on campus. But some of the
groups are continuing in their unaccept
able ways, and for those groups it is the
end of the line."
Lucy noted that society today has new
standards regarding the behavior of
young adults, especially in the area of
alcohol use. He thinks Greek organiza
tions must be accountable to these new
standards and drinking laws. He added
that fraternity/sorority problems are oc
curring in schools throughout the nation.
6
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the result is that we are agreeing on
some priorities that were set down
in the past, but which are now resur
facing and being stressed. I think
we'll be seeing a change next year in
the attitude and behavior of groups
on campus."
Another fraternity board member,
Michael Horrigan, said the recent
fraternity/soronty incidents have
opened a lot of students' eyes. "We
know it's time to take a close look at
this problem and to start dealing
with it from within," he said.
But not all fraternity and sorority
members share Robinson's percep
tion of the UM administration. Neal
Westphalen '89 is a bit skeptical about
the university's motivations concern
ing Greeks on campus. Westphalen,
a member of Delta Tau Delta, served
on the UMFB last year.
"It appears as though the long
term goal of the administration is to abol
"I think we'll be seeing a ish the fraternity system," Westphalen
said. "It would be a shame if that comes to
change next year in the
pass. Fraternities and sororities do a lot
attitude and behavior
for the community. But we can do ten
great things and then get kicked off cam
of groups on campus."
pus for one bad thing."
While Westphalen does not condone
Mark Robinson,
the
activities that some groups have been
fraternity board president
charged with, he does think that the Greek
societies are being unfairly targeted.
Amity Bjork, a sophomore who was
But there is evidence that change is un
derway. The University of Maine Frater pledging at Alpha Chi Omega at the time
nity Board (UMFB) recently elected new of the branding incident, agrees with
officers who have committed themselves j Westphalen's assessment. "They
to bringing behavior issues to the fore wouldn't mind if the Greek system disap
peared," she told the Daily Maine Campus.
front.
The new UMFB president, Mark Robin
But Lucy maintains that the opposite is
son, does not believe the administration actually the case. He says that the
is against Greek organizations. He thinks university's goal is to strengthen the Greek
the recent problems and conflicts within system, not get rid of it. "We want the
the Greek system have a positive side in current members of fraternities and so
that they are shaking up some of the rorities to get back to the original ideals of
their organizations," he said.
attitudes of groups on campus.
One thing that may help achieve Lucy's
"There is a lot of informal talking and
goal is reinstating live-in advisors in all
getting together," Robinson said,

Portland Headlight
fry
Sally Fisber
the fraternity houses. He said that many
houses did away with the practice as part
of the social changes of the 1960s. But
Lucy would like to see the return of livein advisors. "The presence of older people
seems to help students keep in touch with
their fraternity's ideals," he said.
One thing that advisors may help with
is modifying initiation practices for new
pledges. Hazing has a long history in
fraternity/sorority life, but many Greeks
now realize that it has no place in the
college environment of the 1980s. Prac
tices such as branding and physical har
assment have done the most damage to
the public image of Greek organizations.
"There is no room for hazing anymore,"
said Chris Hopper of Phi Kappa Sigma.
He said that instead of hazing, pledges
should work on fraternity house or com
munity projects. "Hazing is not produc
tive," Hopper added. "Running around a
softball field in the cold does not teach a
pledge how to become a good brother."
Amidst the negative publicity that Greek
organizations have received, there are
also success stories. Lucy said that he has
watched five fraternities that were closed
return with new members, and become
stronger and more productive than ever.
Former UM professor, Herbert (Spike)
Leonard ’39 was concerned about his
former fraternity, Phi Kappa Sigma, after
it was placed on social probation last
year.
The national organization came in and
started to interview the Phi Kappa Sigma
members to find a core of responsible
people who would redirect the fraternity
back to its original ideals and purpose.
"They re-formed with just 12 members,"
Leonard said. "Now they are up to 28
members and they hope to have over 40
by next spring. They're doing a great job
— they've come back stronger than ever."
It's clear that Greek life at the Univer
sity of Maine is in a period of transition.
What the UM administration, as well as
many Greek students and alumni hope
will emerge is a stronger fraternity/sorority system that will carry on the com
munity work it is known for, while rid
ding itself of the "animal house" image.
"We should be role models," Robinson
said in a recent Bangor Daily News inter
view. "We should promote social and
scholastic skills...The changes won’t
happen overnight. It will take some time
and cooperation."
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CAMPUS

Learning from
the Discovery
and
Development
of Children
UMaine's Child Study
Center celebrates its
50th anniversary.
By Margaret Nagle

1

he room is filled with energy, con
stant motion, questions, discovery.
A computer in the corner has the atten
tion of two boys who are learning to
count. A child dons a smock and meticu
lously selects her first paint color. The
sliced apple under the light microscope
catches the attention of two little girls
while another sits nearby listening to tape
recorded songs and stories through ear
phones. Across the room, there are
wooden block bridges to erect, illustra
tions to color and cut out, a beanbag chair
just waiting to be occupied near the book
shelf. A squadron of tricycles is parked in
readiness in a playhouse in the yard.
"Ring, ring," shouts a child as he picks
up a toy telephone receiver.
An adult picks up a second phone across
the room.
"This is Nicholas," says the youngster
in obvious delight to see an adult sharing
his imaginary world.
At the University of Maine's Child Study
Center, the telephone is always answered.
Here, learning is a two-way street.
The center, operated by the Department
of Psychology and staffed by a full-time
director, head teacher, and assistant head
teacher, is a preschool and university
classroom in one. UM students come to
dedicate themselves for a couple of hours,
weekly in a one-on-one interaction with
children in an expansive room with en
gaging "toys" in every corner, at every
8
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At UM's Child Study Center, kids discover while college students study their behavior.

turn. For most of them, the first-hand time. In the 1960's it was one of the first
observation in the classroom is all part of schools in the area to integrate children
a child psychology course. Others volun with disabilities with its other students.
teer or participate in work-study projects
Through the years thousands of young
The youngsters of university students, sters (50-60 a year) and hundreds of col
faculty, and staff as well as children from lege students (10-20 a year) discovered
the community ages two and one-half to each other at the Child Study Center.
five, play independently during their half
"It has survived because we've offered
day sessions averaging six hours weekly, a valuable service to parents in the com
moving freely from one activity to an munity," according to Donald Hayes,
other before joining in small and large director of the Child Study Center since
group programs. Their developmentally 1981. "We continue to have a long wait
based curriculum focuses on such activi ing list because parents like the experi
ties as art, dramatic play, language, music, ence their children have here — pre-read
science, gross-motor, and self-help skills
ing, writing and math, creative activities
A special program in pre-academics is such as music, art, and role playing. It is
designed to enhance reading, writing, and I the right balance of structured and freemathematics abilities.
play activities."
This year, the Child Study Center is
"The university students get several
celebrating its 50th anniversary. It was benefits from the experience. They start
founded in 1938 by psychologists Ed to see the behavioral reality behind the
ward and Lillian Brush as a preschool i concepts they study in developmental
and training center for university stu and child psychology," Hayes said. "They
dents in the field of child psychology and see that what they study is more than just
behavior. And it has endured the test of numbers on a board and concepts in a

book. It gives them a good feel for what is
normal behavior. And the students take
away applied experience that, as parents
or professionals, gives them a better
understanding of children."
Students taking the 400-level lab course
spend more than three hours a week at
the Child Study Center. The course re
quires observation of children and as
sessment of intelligence, reasoning, so
cial skills, and other developmental and
behavioral traits. According to Hayes, it
is the only lab course for undergraduate
psychology students that involves direct
contact with humans.
Brush and her late husband, two of the
three faculty members in the Department
of Psychology at the time, established the
Child Study Center in the basement of
North Stevens Hall. It began with an
enrollment of seven children and strong
support from parents who not only en
thusiastically supported the goals of the
center but helped build a playground for
the children. Such support from the par
ents has remained an integral part of the
Child Study Center.
"We always included parents in the
programming as part of the school," said
Elaine Gershman, assistant professor of
psychology and associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences. "Develop
mental psychologists know that the child
is so much a part of the home and de
pendent on the parent. Preschool is when
the child first leaves home to be with
other children The Child Study Center
was always open for parents to drop in."
The Brushes directed the center up until
1957 when John Nichols took over. Begin
ning in 1965, Gershman co-directed the
center with Nichols until lus death in
1976. Hayes joined the faculty in 1975,
worked as co-director, and in 1981 was
named director
In 1981, the center moved to its new
home — a one-story structure on the east
side of campus "We used to call it the
Psychology Nursery School," Gershman
remembered.
The time-tested goals of the Child Study
Center remain for the future. But the center
also has ideas for expansion.
"I'd like to increase the use of the center
by people from other disciplines on cam
pus as a research and training facility," he
said. "And I hope to expand the role of the
center to further encompass special needs
children. Above all, we'll continue to offer
a valuable service to the community with
the preschool experience."

DISCOVER
BANGOR’S
NEWEST
AND MOST
CONVENIENT
HOTEL

WE ARE BANGOR’S
CLOSEST HOTEL TO
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
\

• Function and Banquet
room facilities
• Just minutes from Downtown
Bangor and the airport
• Swimming pool, in-room
temperature control

Full Service Restaurant
and Lounge
Beautifully decorated
traditional-style rooms
Color TV with Cable/HBO

Comfort
Inn.

750 Hogan Road, Bangor, ME
At the Bangor Mall, 1-95 • Exit 49
Call 942-7899 or 1-800-228-5150

the
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Providing Maine with Quality, on time Design/
Build Construction featuring Pre-engineered wood
frame and steel frame systems. Contact us for your
next building project.
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Bringing Research and Industry Together
UM's Maine Lobster
Institute has ushered in a
new era of cooperation
between biologists and
lobstermen.
By Michelle Lewis '89

11 he notion that "scientists and lobster
men will not work together" has been
around for a long time in the state of
Maine. But the work of the Maine Lob
ster Institute (ML1) is beginning to dis
prove the idea.
Part of the reason for this new positive
attitude is the success of marine scientist
Robert Steneck's "Thread of Life" ex
periment last year on the Damariscotta
River and John's Bay in conjunction with
MLI. Almost fifty of the lobstermen
pulling traps in the finest grounds in the
entire range of the North Atlantic fishery
were persuaded to voluntarily pull their
traps from the area at the peak of the
season. The action was taken to aid in
the experimental study of lobster behav
ior in what would be a "trap-free zone."
For the first time in recent history, all the
traps came out and the lobsters were left
alone. The results of the experiment
were something of a surprise. Instead of
seeing an increase in lobster population
with the absence of traps, Steneck saw
that without the presence of harvesters,
the number of lobsters in the area actu
ally decreased. The findings showed
that by baiting and trapping, lobstermen
were actually benefiting the lobster
population.
The practical implications are signifi
cant to the future of the industry, but
Steneck's study was also important in
another respect: With their participa
tion in scientific research, the long-lived
antagonism between biologists and lob10
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In addition to working on lobster research projects, UM professor Robert Bayer
recently co-authored an educational primer, Lobster Inside Out.
I

"We know the industry is successful, but
we don’t know why."
stermen seemed to be coming to an end.
"We've got everyone working together
here," says Dr. David Dow, executive
director of MLI. Not only is the gap of
good relations between the biologist and
the harvester being closed, but it seems to
have become an integral part of the prog
ress of the Institute. "Lobstermen are out
there in their boats releasing tag lobsters,
counting V-notch lobsters, and gathering
information," says Dow. "It saves those
of us here at the Institute from preparing
our own boats and materials and going
out onto the ocean ourselves."
Not that Dow ever minded spending
time on the ocean. Now, with his respon
sibilities as a cooperative professor, asso
ciate director of Sea Grant, and executive
director of the Maine Lobster Institute,
he might not get out on the water as much
as he would like. But he has a long history
as an educator who has been "up and
down the Maine coast." And during

I
I

1980-81 he pulled his own traps in Maine's
waters. Although he gave that up for his
work at the university, with his trim
fisherman's beard and a bit of a salty
Maine drawl, he could still pass for a
lobsterman.
"There's a lot of regular-type folks at the
Institute," says Dow. "Most people think
we know a lot about lobsters here, but we
really know very little." For a state which
supports such a healthy industry, lobster
research has been surprisingly limited.
In many areas Dow and his colleagues
are breaking fresh ground.
The Maine Lobster Institute really
evolved out of a dispute concerning the
ceiling size of the lobster carapace (how
long the body should be before it must be
thrown back). Harvesters and owners of
the state's lobster pounds were unclear
on the issue. It was evident that Maine
needed a place to turn where limits could
be set and recognized by all involved: the

harvesters, the poundowners and
the wholesalers. That argument
led to the founding of the MLI by
four lobstering groups in the fall
of 1986. Since that time, support
and recognition for the institute
has steadily grown, and it has
proved itself as an industry-wide
^problem-solving center.
Dow received his master's in
education from Maine in 1972 and
was completing his doctorate here
when his involvement in the lob
ster industry began.

members of the Institute come
from around New England and
Canada.
MLI was created with the idea
of serving a purpose similar to
that of the Pulp and Paper Insti
tute. Dow does not feel the Insti
tute should broaden its scope and
play the part of a fisheries insti
tute. Although the focus is on
lobsters, water quality and the
welfare of other marine animals
are still recognized as being a part
of the health of the lobster indus
try, and the entire marine ecosys
tem plays a part in the Institute's
studies and research.
Some interesting projects are in
the works at MLI. Professor Robert
Bayer, lobster researcher at
UMaine, and graduate student
George Kupelian are using under
water video cameras for observa
tion of the undersea world off
Cranberry Island. The study is
being done to observe the lobster's
ability to escape through "ghost
panels" in the traps and the videos
will be shortened into a fifteen
minute film.

A

lthough Dow now spends
much of his time in research and
administration, his interest in
teaching remains strong. At the
institute he gets to work directly
with graduate students who are
given the opportunity to work on
projects such as Steneck's "Thread
of Life" and are able to receive
grants for research and scholar
ships.
But the education that the institute pro
vides is not just for UM students, it's for
the entire lobster industry: "We know
the industry is successful, but we don't
knoww/71/," says Dow. "The most impor
tant work for the Institute is to help pre
serve the industry by finding out what
limits the production of lobsters and how
harvesters are affecting it, whether it be
through habitat, food, or recruitment."
As a recent article on the MLI in National
Fisherman pointed out, Maine is the lead
ing lobster producer in the United States,
and second only to the Canadian Mar
itimes in the world. Yet, although the
number of traps being set has doubled in
the past 15 years, lobster landings in the
state have remained relatively stable
(about 2 million pounds).
As Dow also points out, "Lobstering in
Maine is a very integral part of our cul
ture and heritage as well as a very large
economic resource." With the demand
for lobster up, MLI's research concen
trates on maintaining a healthy balance
of both.
The Institute's original mission as a cata
lyst to develop and enhance dialogue
within the industry continues. "It is a
nice setting for the expression of opinions
for the university and for those involved

The most recent development, through

"It's a nice setting for
the expression of
opinions for the uni
versity and for those
involved in the
lobster industry. Here
at the institute,
we can keep people
talking without being
at swordpoint."
in the lobster industry," Dow says. "Here
at the Institute we can keep the people
talking without being at swordpoint."
Although it is the Maine Lobster Insti
tute, the studies done here have implica
tions for all lobstering regions. Much
support comes from outside the state and
from summer residents, and many key

work done at the Darling Center, the
Institute's home base in Walpole, is the
release of the eggs of over 6000 blue
lobsters. Blue lobsters are the result of an
endeavor in the experimentation with
genetic strains. The blue color will be
easily identifiable in research for tracing
which lobsters were released from hatch
eries, and which were developed natu
rally. The results of the experiment will
help determine whether or not hatcher
ies are effective. Follow-up studies will
include testing the quality of the meat of
these developing "baby-blues," and
whether or not this "different" lobster
can survive within the habitat.
For the future, new release sites for the
blue lobster will be found and the lines
from rare yellow and red lobsters will be
developed. "In all of our work there is so
much collaboration going on that it is
hard to tell who gets the credit around
here," says Dow, "but we don't worry
much about that."
Keeping up the successful economic
and cultural balance of Maine's most
important marine resource seems worry
enough.

CAMPUS
Sports

Why
Hawaii?
9

I

The chance to play
a quality Division 1
opponent — the contrast
of tropical beaches with
the banks of the frozen
Stillwater — the eastern
most U.S. team against
the western-most U.S.
team. It's all just too much ;
to resist.

w

here will you be on October 6,1990?
What's that, you haven't given it any
thought? Well check out this possibility.
After a night of eating and dancing on
moonlit Waikiki Beach, the warm morn
ing sun wakes you up in your luxurious,
ocean-view hotel room. After a walk along
the surf, you have breakfast and then
head out for a nature and culture tour of
the island with members of the Univer
sity of Hawaii faculty.
After you return to the hotel and freshen
up, you go down to a pep rally/reception
for the University of Maine Black Bear
football team
That's right, the University of Maine
football team. Because after the rally, you
will be bussed off to Aloha Stadium in
Honolulu for the most exotic football
watching of your life as the Black Bears
take on the University of Hawaii Rain
bow Warriors in what will be the furthest
away game in the history of Maine sports.
And that's not all. After Maine pulls a
thrilling upset over Hawaii, 21-20, you
return to the hotel for an all-night victory
party on Waikiki Beach.
No, this isn't a page out of someone's
12
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What makes White even happier
is that almost the entire trip will
be paid for by the University of
Hawaii.
White believes that the event
also has good public relations
appeal, both in the state and na
tionally Especially newsworthy
will be the fact that the eastern
most team in the United States
will be playing the western-most
team in the United States.
If Alumni Association Execu
tive Director Max Burry's goal is
achieved there may be additional
media interest in the UM/Hawaii game Burry is organizing
an alumni travel package that he
hopes will attract hundreds of
Maine fans to accompany the
team to Hawaii and at the same
time have a great vacation. If his
enthusiasm is any indication, the
plan is bound to be a huge suc
cess.
Fans will leave the East Coast
on Wednesday, October 3, on
either a chartered or a scheduled
aircraft, and arrive in Los Ange
ultimate dream book. It's for real (except les at noon Pacific time on the same day
for the exact margin of victory, of course). (alumni from other parts of the country
And as alumni or friends of the univer will be offered attractive airfares, and
sity, you can be part of it.
rendevous with the rest in L.A.) There
The idea all started when the Maine will be an optional tour of Disneyland,
sports people decided they wanted to which to honor the occasion will be cele
play a Division 1A team at least every few brating Maine Day.
years.
That evening there will be a gala dinner
The Hawaii game came about after UM at the L.A. Airport Hilton, to which all
athletic director, Kevin White contacted southern California alumni will be in
an old Indiana friend who had taken the vited.
athletic director's jobat Hawaii. Both sides
On the following morning the group
thought it was a great idea Maine, espe will depart for Hawaii arriving in Hon
cially, was elated. There is a lot of compe olulu at midday. Thursday there are no
tition among Division 1AA teams to land planned events — time to adjust to the
games with Division 1A opponents. Just perfect climate, check into your luxurious
compound that competition when you hotel room on the beachfront, and relax.
talk about scheduling a game with the On Friday evening, the Alumni Associa
Rainbow Warriors in Hawaii.
I tion has arranged for a fun-filled event on
White says the Hawaii game is impor Waikiki Beach
tant for a number of reasons, the most
Then on Saturday, after more sun-bath
important of which is recruiting.
ing, swimming, sailing, or sightseeing,
"Student athletes look at schedules, and the focus turns to the big game at Aloha
having a schedule with Hawaii on it is a Stadium at 7 PM. Burry gives his assur
real plus," White said. "It's a great mar ance that all UMaine alumni are guaran
keting tool for Maine's coaches. Plus it's a teed excellent seats.
wonderful reward for the student/athOn Sunday and Monday there will be
letes who are already in the program."
optional island tours with natural history

"Including team
and staff members,
we hope to put
as many as
! 1000 University of
Maine people in
Aloha Stadium on
October 6, 1990."

Bet you never thought
you'd picnic in a setting
like this before a
Maine Football Game

Max Burry '57
UMAA executive director

and cultural experts from the University
of Hawaii. And for those of you whose
idea of a cultural experience is to sprawl
out on Waikiki Beach, Burry promises
you'll be left alone.
If all this sounds enticing, you'll also
like the price.
"We're confident that the total cost will
be less than $1400 per person," Burry
said. "That will include first-class,up-scale
accomodations, planefare, and football
tickets. And included in the price will be
a $125 donation to the University of
Maine."
With such an attractive package, Burry
thinks he will draw a large contingent of
Maine alumni and friends. "Including
team and staff members, we hope to put
as many as 1000 University of Maine
people in Aloha Stadium on October 6,
1990."
Burry says that many alumni have al
ready expressed great interest in the trip.
To help bring in early commitments, he is
starting a 10/6/90 Club, the membership
of which will be comprised of people
who make a deposit on the Hawaii trip by
October 6,1989. The members of the club
will receive several special benefits asso
ciated with the trip and the game.
"We want to make this a great experi
ence for alumni and for the Maine foot
ball program," Burry says. "And the more
alumni that are involved, the better."
Burry says that Maine will come out the
winner no matter what the score of the
game. But when pressed for a prediction,
he says it is a well known fact that Black
Bears can overpower Rainbow Warriors
— even when they are over 6,000 miles
away from their home in the Maine woods.

Maine vs. Hawaii/TEN-SIX-NINETY
Yes, I would like more information about the Hawaii trip
Name

_______________________________________ __ ____ _____

Add ress___________________________________________________________
t

T elephone

_______

Return to: Ten-Six-Ninety, Crossland Alumni Center, UM, Orono, ME 04469
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Embryo-Transfer Bring
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High technology has
hit the dairy industry,
and Liberty Group's
Juniper Farm is now
a major supplier of
genetically superior
Holstein embryos.
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By Charles Horne 71

ust a few weeks ago, not far from
where a transplanted caribou herd
has been breeding naturally, two
Holstein calves were born at the
University of Maine from embryos that
were artificially fertilized and implanted.
The calves were not the first to be born at
UM from advanced embryo transfer tech
nology. But they were the first UM calves
to arise from embryos developed at one of
the world's most notable centers for such
technology.
If you are thinking this "notable center"
is an exotic, faraway laboratory, think
again It is a dairy farm in Gray, Maine, on
land its operator once believed was good
only for growing junipers.
Given that recommendation, Juniper
Farm has developed one of the best herds
of Holstein cows in the country, exported
over 600 Holstein embryos around the
world, sold 50 bulls as commercial studs,
sold cows as female breeding stock, and
produced a great deal of milk which is
sold by Oakhurst Dairy
Although Juniper Farm is a commercial
supplier of genetically superior Holstein
embryos, the farm has begun donating
some of its embryos to UM as part of a
program to advance the university's dairy
research.
"We feel it is very important that the
University of Maine preserve its dairy
program," says Amos Orcutt, chief execu
tive of the Juniper Farm and an executive
vice president with one of the farm's

J
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owners, the Liberty Group.
Orcutt, 46, worked at UM's dairy barns
on his way to an animal science degree at
the university in 1964. After 20 years
based on the UM campus with the Farm
ers Home Administration, Orcutt joined
the Portland-based Liberty Group in 1986
to work in manufactured housing and
mobile home park development.
Orcutt's familiarity with UM's dairy
program no doubt has contributed to
Juniper Farm's interest in donating Hol

stein embryos to UM But the UM ties
have been further strengthened by Dr.
Allan Corey, a veterinarian and 1952
Maine graduate who practiced in the Gray
area and whose customers included fu
ture Juniper officials. Corey has since
joined UM, where he conducts embryo
transfers and oversees the medical needs
of the university's dairy herd.
"Juniper cows produce in excess of
30,000 pounds of milk per lactation (305
days), compared to 20,000 pounds for a

Supercows" to UMaine
crops include lupines that can be used in
place of soybeans. Combinations of for
age crops and corn silage have also been
developed as feed to allow for a reduction
of grain.
Stimpson stresses that the milk gener
ated by the UM dairy herd does not go to
waste. "We sell all of it to the University
of Maine for use in the campus cafete
rias," he notes. "We even make ice cream
out of the cream and sell that at the cam
pus farm store." Last year, the UM farm
generated just under $350,000 in receipts
from its dairy products.
Such enterprise in the use of research
goods and services may have been one
other key element in persuading Juniper
Farm to donate embryos to UM. For
Juniper Farm is one of several entities
arising from one of the state's most suc
cessful entrepreneurs, Michael Liberty.
Armed with a few real estate courses, a
precocious grasp of business operations,
and phenomenal energy, Michael Liberty
has been instrumental in building a $200
million real estate and entrepreneurial
empire in Maine while still in his 20's.
The son of a brickyard owner, Liberty
grew up in Gray, working for years in his
spare time at a neighbor's dairy farm. By
the time he graduated from high school,
he had established his own painting busi
ness and a pizza parlor.
Not long after his high school gradu
ation, Liberty entered real estate develop
ment with David Cope. In just under a
decade their company, the Liberty Group,
has become one of the state's most promi
nent developers.
Liberty speaks about his company's
success at schools across the state. His
message to students is succinct: "Hustle!"
That philosophy keeps him looking for
new ways to develop economic opportu
nity.
good ordinary cow/' says Corey. The
UM veterinarian believes that Juniper em
bryos will aid dairy research that in turn
will benefit Maine dairy farmers.
Maintaining UM's dairy herd is a po
tentially costly proposition, which is why
donated embryos are considered crucial
to the herd's future. "We want to estab
lish a base of 15 genetically superior
Holstein cows in the UM herd," says Dr.
Don Stimpson, chair of the Department
of Animal and Veterinary Sciences, "but

we simply cannot afford to buy the
cows. So we must breed them with
embryo transfer technology, meaning
at least 51 breedings to get the 15 supe
rior cows."
Stimpson, a 1955 UM graduate who
is also a veterinarian, believes that the
superior cows will particularly aid re
search on feeding and nutrition of cows.
"We're experimenting with alternative
feed crops so that dairy farmers can cut
back on buying gram," he notes. Such

amiliarity with dairy farming led

F

Liberty to see such opportunity in
the commercial development of geneti
cally superior Holstein embryos for the
dairy industry. With financial backing
from a number of sources, Liberty formed
Embryo Transfer Associates, bought an
Above photo: Michael Liberty, left, and
Amos Orcutt ’64 with two of Juniper Farm's
Holstein "supercows."
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abandoned Gray farm in
the embryos at Juniper
1983, built and remod
Farm. Martin works for
eled barns, and launched
Dr. Richard Whittaker,
the Juniper Farm.
an area veterinarian who
Liberty's sensitivity to
does Juniper's embryo
the needs of Maine's
work. She learned split
dairy industry, including
ting from a renowned
UM's dairy research pro
Colorado-based special
gram, can in part be cred
ist, Dr. Peter Elsden.
ited to Mike Wilson, at
The process of freez
whose dairy farm Liberty
ing embryos is also care
worked as a boy.
fully calculated. "The
Today, Wilson, 46, is the
embryo temperature has
on-site operator of Juni
to be brought down at a
per Farm Wilson bought
controlled rate," says
his own dairy farm a year
Wilson.
out of high school.
The embryos receive an
Through his daughter's
alcohol bath in a process
animal science studies at
involving a computer
Cornell
University,
and electronic timing.
Wilson heard about
Once the temperature is
Precious, one of the Holstein "supercows" produced from an embryo from
"supercows" bred from
lowered, the embryos are
Juniper Farm, is valued at $32,000.
embryo transfer technol
stored in glass or plastic
ogy. He bought two such
straws immersed m liq
cows in 1983, and housed the Juniper
uid nitrogen canisters.
cattle until that farm was ready for occu
It is the use of such technology at UM
pancy.
and the use of Juniper embryos that pres
ents the best hope, according to UM offi
cials, for advancing UM's Holstein herd
and resultant dairy research.
"We look for such qualities in a cow as
oth Wilson and Orcutt oversee Ju
the stretch of the rib and belly (to take in
niper Farm in a manner that has
made the miracle of embryo transfer into
more food), how well the udders and feet
an efficient routine. "The cows are bred
hold up, and how much milk is pro
three or four times on the fourteenth day
duced," says Corey Corey notes that the
after coming into heat," says Wilson Prior the breeding comes from the best bulls in
Holstein has become the predominant
to the breeding, the cows receive a fol the country. "The semen is kept frozen in
Maine and national dairy cow because of
licle-stimulating hormone nine days after liquid nitrogen until it is used," he notes.
its larger size, its higher production of
coming into heat The hormone is given
A typical breeding produces eight
milk, and the lower fat content of its milk.
twice a day for four days, then on the embryos that can be frozen or implanted
Corey is optimistic that embryo trans
fourth day the cows receive synthetic
"The very highest-quality embryos are
fers in general will strengthen the UM
prostaglandin to bring them into heat for implanted, and have to be inserted within
herd, as they are increasingly strength
breeding.
24 hours," says Orcutt He cites a recent
ening dairy herds across the state
"All of this must be coordinated with breeding contract from France, where
Both Corey and Gary Anderson, a UM
the cows that will receive the embryos,"
nine embryos were produced, including
associate extension educator and dairy
notes Wilson "Those cows are given the seven that were implanted and two that
specialist, are particularly excited about
synthetic prostaglandin a half day earlier were frozen. "All of the embryos are
the Juniper embryos. "Maine has some
to maintain proper timing for implanting classified by an independent third party,"
of the best cows in the world," says An
the embryos."
he adds.
derson. "We have been doing embryo
The breeding involves artificial insemi
"The highest rating for embryos is 97,"
transfers since 1983, but we updated our
nation right in the cow's stall. After the says Wilson. "We have managed to de
equipment in 1987 to get better results."
eggs have fertilized, a catheter is attached
velop two embryos graded 95 and one
Anderson and Corey both believe that
and liquid is injected into the cow which graded 94."
the two Juniper calves that were born at
brings the fertilized eggs out in a flow. A
The implanting process is similar to the
UM just a few weeks ago are the manifes
restraining chute is used for this flushing breeding, except that the cows have to be
tation of hard work, investment, and
process, after which the liquid is filtered
tied to headlocks and restrained. Some
cooperation between and within UM and
and the embryos are microscopically ex times they receive a split embryo that
Juniper Farms. If the calves live up to
tracted with a syringe.
results in twin calves.
their pedigrees they will not only en
"The high-quality embryos from the
"Only our very best embryos are split
hance the educational and research po
flushing are either transferred to a receiv to produce the twins," says Wilson. "The
tential of UM's dairy program, they will
ing cow or frozen for export," says Or splitting involves a microscope and mi
also contribute to the ongoing genetic ad
cutt. "Some of the eggs do not fertilize or cromanipulators that are adjusted by
vancement of Maine's dairy stock, and
are degenerate and cannot be used."
dials."
benefit the dairy industry for genera
Orcutt stresses that the semen used in
Wilson's daughter, Julie Martin, splits
tions to come.

"Maine has some
of the best cows
in the world."
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Retirement living is so easy
on the Damariscotta River.
“It’s great I love the building the design
the concept, the people, the site, the
proximity of health care services, but-- -I’m
not ready yet”
How many times have we heard that
phrase-'-l’m not ready yet All one needs to
be ready for is a maintenance free, secure
environment in which to live, a turn key
lifestyle, of independence and choice
It’s no wonder 70% of the residences at
Schooner Cove have been sold This is
retirement living at its best, an independent
lifestyle, a carefree home environment, plus
the peace of mind of immediately available
health care services
Schooner Cove is a very special
community A nonprofit affiliate of Miles
Memorial Hospital and Cove’s Edge long
term care facility, it’s actually part of the
hospital’s Damariscotta River campus

These spacious one and two bedroom
residences offer all the amenities and
personal privacy you’d expect to find in a
waterfront home Plus the convenience of
having others see to home upkeep grounds
maintenance even evening meals
Consider the ease of livinq in a unique
community that features
• Brand new construction
• Full convenience kitchens

• Private balcony/deck
• Central dining room and patio
overlooking the Damariscotta River
• Gracious evening meals - Sunday Brunch
• Housekeeping services
• Professional health care staff
• Easy access to Damariscotta’s shops,
theaters restaurants and historic sites
Imagine the good life on the banks of
scenic Damariscotta • enjoying retirement to
its fullest at Schooner Cove
Only a few lesidences remain so visit our
model home soon Call (207) 563-5523
today for an appointment and a copy of our
new brochure

Tours are by appointment on'y

Bristol Road, Damariscotta, Maine 04543 (207) 563-4025

The Excitement
of Changing
the World
He grew up on a Maine farm, but
Robert Chandler, Class of '29,
ended up pioneering the
development of the "miracle rice"
that kept millions of Asians from
starvation.
By Jim Frick

Asia, 1959: The population is growing at an alarming rate and is
predicted to increase almost 60% in the next 25 years. But production
of the primary food for the region, rice, is stagnant. In short, the
availability of food is not keeping pace with the number of mouths to
feed. Experts from around the world predict widespread famine in the
coming decades.

dedication of the former Maine farm boy
At the World Food Prize presentation, Norman E. Borlaug,
who received the 1970 Nobel Peace Prize for initiating the
"Green Revolution", called Chandler "a man whose singular
efforts have made food available for billions of people in devel
oping countries...who has blended science, teaching, and man
agement to help expand the food supply for much of the world."
Expanding the food supply of the world was far from Robert
Chandler's mind when he set out by train for the University of
Maine from his family farm in New Gloucester in the late
hat was the situation faced by University of Maine summer of 1925. During that short trip he was full of anticipa
graduate Robert Chandler '29 when he agreed to start tion at the thought of starting a new life experience in Orono. In
up the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in a story written in the Maine Telegram in December, 1950, he
1959 in the Philippines under the joint sponsorship of the admitted to being the ultimate country bumpkin.
Rockefeller and Ford Foundations.
"I shudder when I think of that green, upcountry farm boy
By any measure, the IRRI was astoundingly successful. Under who got off at a train in Bangor in 1925 on his way to the
Chandler's direction the institute proved the experts wrong. University of Maine," he told the Telegram."I was a green coun
With a concentrated, highly directed research effort, a new try farm boy with a steamer trunk belonging to my grandfather.
strain of rice, IR8, was developed, which when fertilized, doubled I guess I was the only freshman green enough to wait at Union
and even tripled rice yields. Use of the new rice spread rapidly Station for the train to Orono."
and over the next few decades rice production in Asia increased
Chandler finally found out that there was no train to Orono.
by 84%. Famine was averted.
But that was just the beginning of his humiliating first day at
For his prominent role in the rice revolution that took place in college.
Asia in the 1960s, Chandler was recently awarded the $200,000
"When I got to campus," he continued, " I was stopped by an
World Food Prize. The prize was started in 1986 by General upperclassman. He took a good look at me, then fished a dog
Foods to recognize outstanding contributions to increasing the eared copy of the Campus from his pocket and shoved it into my
availability of food around the world.
hands. He told me that all freshmen had to buy it. I didn't know
Chandler, a handsome, polite, soft-spoken man of 81, is char any better, and I paid 15 cents for it. It wasn't until I got to my
acteristically modest about his accomplishments. But other room that I found out the paper was three months old and that
food experts have nothing but superlatives for the work and it only cost a nickel when it was new."
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and he enrolled in a Ph.D. program in pomology (the study of
fruits and fruit growing) at the University of Maryland.
He received his doctorate in 1934 and set out for the West
Coast to work as a forest pathologist. It wasn't exactly his field
of study, but it was the middle of the depression and jobs were
scarce.
Then a very fortuitous event took place which launched Chan
dler into what would be a distinguished career in academia. He
met a Cornell professor who was in California on leave. The
professor was impressed with the young Maine native and
wrote back to Cornell recommending him for a faculty position.
Chandler got the job, starting at $250 a month, and stayed at
Cornell for 12 years, until he was offered a position as dean of
agriculture at the University of New Hampshire. He wasn't in
that position long when he was asked to become UNH's 12th
president.
It was quite an honor for a man still in his early 40s, but
Chandler doesn't remember the job as being particularly taxing.
"Being a college president was not like it is now, " he says, "It
was really pretty easy. The worst thing I had to contend with
were some panty raids. But I'm glad I didn't stay on — I'm glad
I wasn't a college president in the 1960s."

But it didn't take Chandler long to develop some savvy and
get into the swing of life at Maine. One of the first things he
decided to change was his declared major.
Chandler had signed up for engineering, mainly because his
father, Robert F. Chandler '03, was a civil engineer. But farming
was in the younger Chandler's blood. His grandfather was a
farmer, and he had grown up on that farm — milking cows,
taking care of the animals.
"I started out in engineering," Chandler says, " but every time
I went to the university barn I realized that agriculture was my
interest. I decided to become a botany major."
At UM, Chandler got involved in other facets of college life as
well. He was class chaplain, an associate editor of the Prism, a
member of Alpha Zeta, Phi Sigma, and Phi Kappa Phi, and a
participant in both track and cross country. The running bug
stayed with him after college. In fact he jogged regularly until
the age of 76, when he switched to a long daily walk with his
dog, Jill.
The benefits of a life of exercise are evident in Chandler's trim
body and abundant energy.
Chandler must have been an outstanding student, because he
landed an impressive job before he even got his degree from
Maine. In his senior year he was picked to be chief horticulturist
on Maine's Commission of Agriculture in Augusta. During that
year he learned all about the commuter's life, shuttling back and
forth on the train from Augusta to the university.
After two years on the job, one of Chandler's former profes
sors encouraged him to go on for his Ph.D. "He told me to go for
it now, while I was young and free of any heavy financial
obligations," Chandler remembers. The idea made sense to him

handler's reign at UNH lasted from 1950 to 1954. And
although he didn't reveal which side he rooted for in
the Maine/New Hampshire football rivalry during those years,
he remained a strong supporter of UM and an active member of
the UM Alumni Association.
After leaving New Hampshire, Chandler took a position as an
agricultural advisor for the Rockefeller Foundation in the Far
East. Not long after he began his work, the Rockefeller and Ford
Foundation decided to cosponsor a new rice research institute
in Asia. They asked Chandler to get the project going and also
to be the institute's first director.
Now rice was not something that Chandler knew much about.
He says, jokingly, that his only familiarity with it was from
eating his mother's rice pudding back on the New Gloucester
farm. But he did know about agriculture, and he knew about
research, and how to inspire those conducting research. He
accepted the job and began a concerted effort to "get very well
acquainted with rice". During the next several years he traveled
throughout Asia, meeting with officials, visiting villages, and
talking to local rice growers.
The dilemma he confronted was this: when rice was grown
without fertilizer its yield potential was low, seldom more than
2.5 metric tons per hectare (a measure of land equal to 100 acres).
Yet when fertilizer was applied to increase the yield, the tradi
tional rice plant grew so tall that it fell over before harvest time
and rotted in the flood water.
By 1959 Chandler had the International Rice Research Insti
tute ready to address the problem. He had participated in the
planning, building, and staffing of the center, and now he was
ready for action. It didn't take long for him and his staff to
produce results.
"In 1962 we made a cross between Peta, a tall Indonesian rice
variety then being grown extensively in the Philippines, and
Dee-geo-woo-gen, a semi-dwarf indica variety from Taiwan
that possessed a single recessive gene for shortness," Chandler
explained at a press conference following his receipt of the
World Food Prize. "Of the many selections from this cross, one
proved to be outstanding. After being widely tested in 1965 and
1966 it became IRRI's first named variety and was called IR8.
The plant opened up new vistas for rice yields. Under proper

"Robert Chandler is a man whose singular efforts have made food
available for billions of people in developing countries"

management, grain harvests were two to three times the highest of the Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center in
that could be obtained from the traditional varieties."
Taiwan The center directed its work toward improving basic
Being a stiffer plant, IR8 could take fertilization without food crops such as tomatoes, mung beans, and soybeans. As
falling over By 1966 IR8 was being tested broadly and the with the IRRI, the center thrived under Chandler's direction
results were nothing short of phenomenal. Before the late His work there again earned him international praise.
1960's, countries such as India and the Philippines were spend
Since his departure from Asia, Chandler has written two
ing huge amounts of scarce resources importing rice. Today books on his experiences. One is a history of the founding of
both countries are self-sufficient and even produce rice sur IRRI. The other, Rice in the Tropics, is a guide to the development
of national agricultural programs
pluses.
The plant, however, was far from perfect It was criticized for
the poor eating quality of the gram, and it needed more resis
oday, at 81, the retired Chandler has traded the manage
tance to insects and disease. Under Chandler's direction, the
plant was improved through research and testing.
ment of international research centers for the manage
The accomplishments of the IRRI are impressive. Over 650
ment of his own private garden and fruit tress He splits his time
scientists from eight different countries received training and between his summer cottage in Raymond, Maine and his winter
inspiration during Chandler's tenure as director. Many of his home in Clermont, Florida.
proteges have themselves played leading roles in the creation
But Chandler's interest in world food problems is as strong as
and management of agricultural research institutions
ever He currently serves as chairman of the Program Commit
In addition, the IRRI trained over 4,000 rice growers at the tee of the Near East Foundation, a private and voluntary organi
institute. It also distributes thousands of publications annually
zation which concentrates its support on small-scale projects to
Directing such a complex, multi-faceted operation took a va increase food production in the Middle East and Africa
riety of skills and experience. But Chandler says that it was his
And since his receipt of the World Food Prize, he is in demand
enthusiasm and interest in the research that was his most impor as a speaker throughout the country. This past October, Chan
tant contribution to IRRI.
dler returned to the University of Maine as the keynote speaker
"I was enthusiastic, and it caught on," Chandler said in an on the occasion of World Food Day His comments were carried
interview in the Maine Sunday Telegram. "I tried to give every as part of a teleconference throughout the country
scientist freedom to develop
What Chandler tells audi
his own innovative ideas,
ences is not very encourag
and yet at the same time not
ing He does not think that
forget the objective "
the agricultural miracles that
A story Chandler told the
took place in Asia and Mex
Telegram about an encoun
ico will be.as easily applied
ter with an IRRI agronomist
in Africa
is indicative of his clarity of
"In Africa, yields were 1.7
mission.
per hectare 20 years ago and
"He (the agronomist) told
today they are just 1.8,"
me he had been doing inter
Chandler savs with the kind
esting work on the forms of
of clear-eyed grasp of statis
phosphorus in the soil, and
tics that gives him such
I said to him, 'Just hold on a
credibility "In central Af
minute, that is work a uni
rica you have such sandy
versity can do. What we
soils that thev are unable to
have to do is increase the
hold fertilizers On top of
yields of rice.' "
that Africa makes poor use
Chandler says that the sci
of irrigation. Only 10% or
entist returned to his lab and
less of available water is
later produced a rice pro
used for irrigation."
duction record of 10 metric
But the biggest obstacle to
tons per hectare
feeding the hungry in Af
"He's been at it ever since,"
rica, Chandler says, is popu
Chandler said. "He never
lation growth. He explains
did go back to phosphorus
that there are three stages of
in the soils."
population growth as coun
With Asia having averted
tries develop socially and
the predicted famine, and a
economically. The first is
successful International Rice
high birth rate and high
Research Institute solidly m
death rate, during which
place, Chandler decided to Robert Chandler '29 shows President Lyndon B. Johnson the first
populations grow very
modern rice variety, IR8, during the U.S. leader's visit to the Philip
leave the IRRI in 1972 to be pines in October, 1966.
slowly. The second is high
come the founding director
birth rate and low death rate,
/
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Robert Chandler with UN secretary general U. Thant in 1970.

As president of the University of New Hampshire.

With President of Mexico Adolfo Lopez in 1962.

the stage in which populations grow exponentially and in
which much of the developing world now finds itself. The last
stage is low birth rate and low death rate, the final stage of
transition in which most developed countries have now stabi
lized their populations
"With the control of disease, the death rate of Africa is con
trolled, but the birth rate is still unchecked," Chandler explains.
"Our fear is that many of the Third World countries will not be
able to move out of 'stage 2'...They will be caught in what Lester
Brown calls the 'demographic trap' Not being able to achieve
the social and economic gains that usually reduce birth rates, the
population expands to the point where demand exceeds the
sustainable yield of croplands.. Finally death rates rise again
and conditions revert to 'stage 1' where life becomes intolerable,
dominated by chronic hunger, frequent famine, and social
conflict, even civil war "
Unfortunately, Chandler says, many of the leaders in African
countries do not understand that there is a great deal of differ
ence in just a 1 % difference of population growth. In Africa now
most countries are experiencing a 2% growth rate. That doesn't
sound like much, but in reality it means a country's population
will double every 35 years
Other major problems exist such as the profound lack of edu
cation, social conditions, and the inability to get the results of
agricultural research to farmers in the remote areas.
As for the major relief efforts — the sending of massive ship

ments of food from North America and Europe to relieve famine
in Africa — Chandler says that while such shipments are
needed to avert severe famine created by a disaster, he thinks in
the long run such efforts are only counterproductive.
"It removes the incentive for these countries to increase their
own production of food," he says. "There is an old adage, 'Give
a man a fish and he eats for a day. Teach him how to fish and he
eats forever'."
Robert Chandler has taught a lot of people "how to fish"
during his productive, dedicated career. And his work has won
him tremendous recognition. In addition to the World Food
Prize, he has received the Gold Medal Award from India, The
Decorated Star of Merit from Indonesia, the Golden Heart
Award from the Philippines, and the Presidential End Hunger
Award from the U.S. He also has honorary degrees from Notre
Dame University, the University of Singapore, Central Luzon
State University (Philippines), Punjab Agricultural University
(India), the University of New Hampshire, the University of
Maryland, and his own University of Maine.
But it is not the awards or the praise from world leaders that
is most important to Chandler. "I originally got involved in the
food problem because of the excitement of changing the world,"
he says. "And the most satisfactory thing is knowing I pio
neered an institute that made a positive impact on the lives of
millions of people."
WINTER, 1989 21
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(Do Students (Need the (Humanities?
“That is the Question. ”
The number of students interested in the humanities
has declined at Maine and around the country in the
last two decades. But in our increasingly complex world, a
liberal arts education may be more important than ever.
By Sanford Phippen '64

o visit a college campus and spend some time listening to students talk about

G

their classes. Amidst discussions of business, engineering, computer pro
gramming, and advertising, you might find yourself asking, "What happened
to the liberal arts?"
There is no question about it, fewer of today's college students are pursuing a
traditional liberal arts education. To many humanists and academicians, the national
statistics are alarming In her current report, "Humanities in America," Lynne V
Cheney, Chair of the National Endowment for the Humanities, writes that "between
1966 and 1986, a period in which the overall number of bachelor's degrees awarded
increased by 88%, the number of bachelor's degrees awarded in the humanities
declined by 33%."
More specifically Cheney noted that foreign language majors dropped by 29%;
English majors by 33%; philosophy majors by 35%; and history majors by 43% She
adds that, "In 1965-66, one out of every six college students was majoring in the
humanities In 1985-86, the figure was one in sixteen; one in every four students, by
contrast, was majoring in business."
The statistics for the University of Maine show a similar dramatic drop over the past
twenty years, from 42% of the student body in the College of Arts and Sciences in 1967
to just 28% in 1987
"Today's college students have a strong vocational orientation, and the cost of higher
education may offer one explanation," says Cheney. "As students become concerned
about being able to pay for college, they may well be attracted to courses that promise
direct vocational benefit."
Another recent report on the humanities written by a committee headed by Joan S.
Stark, a University of Michigan professor, indicated that undergraduates were also
under pressure from their departments and accrediting agencies to take more course
work in their majors, resulting in less opportunity to take electives outside their
discipline
Why is all this happening? In his Convocation Address on September 19,1988, Dart
mouth College President James O. Freedman shed some light on the question with his
welcome to the freshman class.
"College students are confronted today with a complex and confusing set of possi
bilities about the meaning of the good life," Freedman said," with perplexing anxieties
about achieving their fullest potential in choosing a satisfying career, and with the
meretricious huckstering of affluence, avarice, and materialism. William James warned
that such social circumstances all too readily give rise to 'the moral flabbiness born of
the exclusive worship of the bitch-goddess SUCCESS.' These circumstances are creat_____
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"I do not believe
the liberal arts
will be
dismantled as
is the current
fear."

"The
reorganization
doesn't make
sense...it is a
signal that the
liberal arts are
not very
important."

Nancy MacKnight,
former English Dept,
chairperson

Brooks Hamilton,
professor emeritus
I

ing pressures upon colleges and students, all across the nation,
to concentrate upon what Gradgrind, the schoolmaster in Charles
Dickens's Hard Times calls for. a narrow, practical curriculum
based on the acquisition of facts alone — a curriculum that
would shrivel the imagination and blunt the humane values of
a liberal education."
With the ongoing reorganization of UM's College of Arts and
Sciences into three separate colleges (arts and humanities, sci
ence, and social and behavioral sciences), some faculty and
alumni are concerned that the importance of the liberal arts, the
very core of any university's curriculum, will be diminished.
Instead of constituting the core, many worry that subjects such
as philosophy, English, history, and foreign languages will be
relegated to the fringes of the curriculum, in favor of the more
practical, technical, vocational, and some would say, more
fashionable courses — especially in business and engineering
n an interview with John Hitt, UM's vice president for aca

I

unconvinced "The reorganization doesn't make sense," he
says. "It's causing dislocation and costing money Even more
importantly, it is a signal that the liberal arts are not very
important."
As a concerned alumnus of the College of Arts and Sciences,
and as a member of the Maine Humanities Council, I have
pondered the pros and cons of the changes at my alma mater I
decided to consult with one of my favorite oracles (discovered

I

Some Maine students take a humanities quiz

I

demic affairs, I asked about the state of the liberal arts at
Maine. He agreed that narrowly educating specialists is a pretty
poor job of educating, and feels that "the general liberal arts I
model is still a good model."
I asked Hitt about the reorganization plan and he responded
as did all the administrators I talked to, by saying that it created
colleges of a more manageable size and provided a better focus
for program development. He feels that the success of the
reorganization lies in the selection of strong deans for all three
of the new colleges
I
I
Nancy MacKnight, former head of the English Department
and now working in the UM System Chancellor's office as a
university fellow, agrees with Hitt's assessment. "I do not be |
lieve that the liberal arts will be dismantled as is the current
fear," she said. "I look forward to the searches that will bring us
strong deans who will be dedicated to a liberal arts education."
History professor William Baker also does not believe that the I
liberal arts will necessarily suffer under reorganization."The
important thing is that we require people to be liberally edu I
cated," he said, "whether they are in business, education, engi i
neering, or whatever. We are not in the business of providing a i
meal ticket, we are in the business of providing an education."
Charles Rauch, director of financial management and a member
of the faculty, sees the humanities getting stronger under UM's
reorganization. "What you're going to see," says Rauch, "is a
big, university-wide push to get involved in the humanities."
But journalism professor emeritus, Brooks Hamilton remains !
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Who Wrote Walden?
Surveys indicate that a large number of today's students are
lacking knowledge of the humanities We asked some UM
professors what humanities questions they thought an average
college student should be able to answer We then put the
questions to about 75 students in three different classes (busi
ness, English, and engineering)
i

1) in what decade did the Great Depression occur7
correct-57% incorrect-43%
2) In what region ot the world is Nicaragua located7’
correct-51% incorrect-49%
3) Name the classic American novel by Mark Twain
correct-87% incorrect-13%

4) Name two of the rights in the Bill of Rights
correct-68% incorrect-32%
/

5) What member of the President’s cabinet is the chief law
enforcement officer of the United States7
correct-23% incorrect-77%

6) Who wrote Walden7
correct-39% incorrect-61 %
‘

.

7) What social/econonuc philosophy did Karl Marx found7
correct- 55% incorrect-45%
8) Name two adversaries of the U.S m World War II
correct-58% incorrect-42%

9) Shakespeare was a writer of the a) Victorian era
b) Romantic era c) Elizabethan era d) Medieval era
correct 51% incorrect-49%
•a*
10) Name a painter of the Renassaisance
correct-50% incorrect-50%

"The general
liberal arts
model is
still a good
model."

"The important
thing is that we
require people
to be liberally
educated—
whether they
are in business,
education...or
whatever."

John Hitt,
vice president for
academic affairs

when I was an undergraduate at Maine), the late and great
scholar, philosopher, and humanist, Alfred North Whitehead.
In his wonderful and important book, The Aims of Education, he
wrote, "The justification of a university is that it preserves the
connection between knowledge and the zest for life, by uniting
the young and the old in the consideration of learning. The
university imparts information, but it imparts it imaginatively.
At least this is the function it should perform for a society. A
university which fails in this respect has no reason for exis
tence "
As an undergraduate at Maine in the early 1960s I was full of
Whitehead's "zest for life" and much in love with the idea of
becoming a college educated person, one of the few from my
large, working-class, Downeast family. I loved reading and
learning, and for me at least, and I think for many of my
classmates, there was an "atmosphere of excitement" at Orono.
We felt part of a university community with traditions, maybe
not as heady or rarefied as those at Harvard (where Whitehead
taught), but thrilling nevertheless
I was enrolled first as a journalism major and then in English
with a history minor. I never minded the science and foreign
language requirements. I wanted to be like Sir Francis Bacon,
after all, who "took all knowledge as his province."
I lived on campus in a dorm all four years and went to
everything, because I thought that was what the college experi
ence was all about. There were fewer major events then, and it
seemed as if everyone went to them. A poet like Louis Untermeyer packed the old women's gym (in Alumni Hall) and I sat
with one of my professors who showed me a poem of
Untermeyer's he always carried with him in his wallet.
We went regularly to foreign films shown in the library and
would talk about them afterwards in the Bear's Den, sometimes
in the company of our professors. I joined the International Club
so I could meet students from foreign countries; and I went to all
the Maine Masque productions and concerts, as well as the
sporting events. Best, though, were the great talks way into the
night we'd have in our dorm rooms and lounges afterwards.
There would be engineering and forestry students too, not just
us "arts and crafts" boys. We even talked about what it meant
to be liberally educated vs. technically educated These were the
Kennedy years, so we were excited about civil rights, the Peace
Corps, and the space program.
It was natural then to think of the College of Arts and Sciences
as the heart of the university. " Everything comes from philoso
phy," one of my professors had said, and I don't remember
anyone questioning that.

Professor William Baker

Recently I talked with my former UMaine roommate, Dave
Wiggin, now the principal of Southern Aroostook High School,
but in college a fellow English major, and upon graduation, a
Fulbright teacher who spent a year in France. Dave said he
always thought of the College of Arts and Sciences as the best
college on campus. "It had everything," he said. "But the most
valuable educational experience was the intensive writing of an
essay a week in freshman composition for two semesters. That
course forced me to organize my thoughts."
A UMaine engineering professor 1 talked to had a similar
observation. He spoke of the fantasies of the computer age,
"where top engineering students produce computer programs
that are just as incoherent as their English essays " He agrees
with Dave Wiggin that the only place students really learn to
think is through the writing of English sentences.
As an assistant professor of English last year at UMaine, I was
bothered to learn about the relaxing of certain standards since
the 1960s. A full year of freshman composition, for instance, is
no longer required. Students can "test out;" it's possible not to
take an English course in four years at the university. And even
in freshman English, the students don't have to write an essay
a week anymore

ormer UM journalism head Hamilton is also concerned

F

about current humanities requirements and the state of
the liberal arts at Maine.
"A student who goes through a technical program is required
to take humanities," Hamilton said," but the requirement is not
a strict one and many students get only token exposure."
Hamilton said that he often got technical students in his
honors classes. For many, it was their first serious exposure to
the great works of literature. Several of these nonhumanities
majors later came up to Hamilton and told him that the course
had opened up a new world for them
"The problem with a strictly vocational program," Hamilton
said, " is that students don't get a broad perspective. If enough
people don't pursue the humanities, we will lose an under
standing of the past and we will repeat our mistakes."
Hamilton remembers when there was a lot more interest in the
liberal arts at Maine. "In the 1960s and well into the 1970s, we
had large enrollments," he said. "The College of Arts and
Sciences was the largest on campus, and students generally had
much more interest in the humanities "
The place of the humanities seems to be receiving a good deal
i
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of attention lately. I have been enjoying the Bill Moyers series "goes back to judgment, which requires more than knowing
on PBS this past fall called "A World of Ideas", on which Moyers where the tools of self-government are and how to wield them.
talks with some of the most prominent thinkers and educators Judgment implies nothing less than wisdom — an even bigger
word — about human nature and society. It takes a sense of the
from various disciplines in the world today.
The most impressive of these conversations was with Vartin tragic and of the comic to make a citizen of good judgment."
Gagnon writes that paradox and a sense of beauty are also
Gregorian, former head of the New York Public Library and the
new president of Brown University. "Look at all the top jobs in necessary for good judgment. "Tragedy, comedy, paradox, and
the United States," Gregorian said. "They are all filled with beauty are not the ordinary stuff of even the best courses in
liberal arts graduates...We can't afford individuals pursuing civics and government. But history, along with biography, and
literature, if they are well taught, cannot help but to convey
their narrow self-interests."
Gregorian talked about "the fatigue of thinking for ourselves," them."
What schools need to do, Gagnon suggests, is to help students
how everyone wants ready-made answers to everything, and
how there are too many specialists. He alluded to the fact that develop a sense of shared humanity; He then sets down some
information is now doubling every
guidelines of what students need to
learn:
five years, and that we may be ap
proaching "mental gridlock." He said
1) To understand themselves and
universities can no longer claim that
others, by learning how they re
m four years they can produce an
semble and how they differ from
"It takes a sense of the
educated and cultural person, and that
other people, over time and space.
tragic and of the
we cannot afford to produce "one-di
2) To question stereotypes of other
mensional people who will be insen
and of themselves.
comic to make a
sitive to the totality of humanity."
3) To discern the difference between
More directly, Gregorian told Moy
fact and conjecture.
citizen ofgood
ers that universities have to develop
4) To grasp the complexity of histori
connections between disciplines. "We
cal cause.
judgement."
need some intellectual coherence with
5) To distrust the simple answer and
■Taut (fagnonour past, with our present, and with
the dismissive explanation.
our future."
6) To respect particularity and avoid
false analogy.
7) To consider that ignorance of the
ccording to Lynne Cheney, that intellectual coherence
past may make us prisoners of it.
is definitely missing in today's crop of students.
8) To realize that all problems have solutions.
"Youngsters are going to college without knowing what
9) To be prepared for the irrational, the accidental, in human
humanities are and graduating after four years still without
affairs.
knowing what the humanities are," says Cheney. Her state
10) To grasp the power of ideas and character in history.
ment is backed up by a 1986 survey which showed that more
>
than two-thirds of the nation's 17-year-olds were unable to
place the Civil War within the correct half-century. More than
two-thirds could not identify the Reformation or Magna Carta
uite a check list for any school to aspire to, yet I believe
"Our current situation is just the chickens coming home to
these things were emphasized in my undergraduate
roost," said historian Baker. "It was caused with the abdication
of history to the social sciences in the high schools. They are
years at Maine. I'm not being nostalgic. I realize that the world
really two quite different items. As a result students started
is a vastly different place than it was in those idealistic years of
coming to the university historically illiterate."
the early 60s. Today's students need more technical training
Baker adds that because the tendency in many areas has been
than we did to make it in the workplace of the 1990s — they are
to see things less in historical terms, most students are leaving
just following the demands of a specialized society. But in our
the university still historically illiterate.
complex world, the need of a sense of history — a sense of
UM student Dana Waterhouse '90, a business finance major,
humanity — a sense of comedy and tragedy is greater than ever.
agreed that most students do not seem to have a sense of
The challenge for the University of Maine and for schools across
history. He has not taken a history course at Maine, and does
the country is to find ways of maintaining the liberal arts
not think the subject plays a very important part in a student's
tradition while serving the more technical needs of future
education. "We want to succeed in what we do," he said. "So we
generations of students.
concentrate on what it takes to achieve that success. History just
"An education in the liberal arts is the very best preparation
isn't going to play an important part in my life."
for an unknown future as well as for human life," said Univer
Crystal Ames '90, a speech communication major agreed.
sity of Chicago president, Hannah Holburn Gray at an address
"The students I know on campus do not have a good sense of
at Bar Harbor's College of the Atlantic this fall. "We need to
history," she said. She did take an Asian history course, but did
recall that education is the debt the present owes to the future.
not think it was relevant to anything she will do." On a personal
A liberal arts education celebrates the past, speaks to the pres
level, I'm interested, " she said, " but it's not going to help my
ent, and lays out the hope and aspirations of the future."
career."
As concerned alumni, we can only hope that the new reorgani
So students don't know history. Is it really that important?
zation of the College of Arts and Sciences will result in a
"What does the past have to do with preparing citizens for the
renaissance of art, literature, philosophy, and history at the
next century?" asks Paul Gagnon in his November 1988 Atlantic
university. We simply cannot deprive students of the greatest
Monthly article, "Why Study History?" The answer, he says,
gift of education — an understanding of their own humanity.
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Are the Liberal Arts Good for Business?
"If they don't write well, they probably don't read. And if they don't read, we don’t want them."
Joseph L. (Jody) Powell, Chairtnan/CEO, Ogilvy and Mather

I

t would be hard to find an area of higher education that
has grown as quickly in recent years as schools of busi
ness. According to recent studies, one out of every four
college students is now majoring in business, and many
schools have waiting lists for applicants. At Maine, the
College of Business Administration has more than doubled
in enrollment in the last 15 years. A good part of that
growth is connected to the fact that businesses are
looking for more technical knowledge from the college
graduates they hire.
Such was not always the case. UM Alumni Associa
tion executive director, H. Maxwell Burry '57, who
worked for Southern New England Telephone for 30
years before retiring as an operations manager last
year, remembers that in the 1950s the vast majority
of AT&T trainees were liberal arts graduates.
"They wanted people with a broad-based edu
cation," Burry said. "Then AT&T would provide
technical training that was vocationally very
specific — engineering, accounting, computers,
whatever was necessary for the particular job."
Burry began to notice the change away from
hiring liberal arts graduates in the 1970s and
even more so in the 1980s. "Specifications for
hiring new college graduates focussed on en
gineering, finance, and computer sciences,
and away from a general liberal arts educa
tion.
"Part of that change was due to increasing costs of training.
Companies wanted people trained in college who could be
effective on the job immediately. And part of it was due to a
shift from a long-term view of a corporation's well-being to a
preoccupation with the quarterly earnings report."
Burry believes that liberal arts graduates bring to the corpo
rate world evaluation skills and a broad, long-term perspective
— abilities that are formed from exposure to subjects such as
history, philoshophy, and literature.
He attributes much of his success in the business world to the
analytical and communications skills he developed as a liberal
arts student at Maine.
"The most valuable courses I ever took were freshman English
with Dr. Floyd and introductory journalism with Brooks
Hamilton," Burry said. "I still have an absolute belief that an
individual who can communicate effectively with the written
and spoken word can be successful in any endeavor."
The success of many business executives can depend as much
on leadership ability and interpersonal relationships as on
technical knowledge, says UMaine alumna, Karol Wasylyshyn
'66. Wasylyshyn is a senior vice president of Manchester Inc.
who works on career reappraisal and behavior counseling with
managers and executives from some of the world's largest
companies.
"Companies do need the technical expertise," Wasylyshyn
said, " but many companies will not recruit for that expertise at
the expense of leadership qualities. There are some brilliant
technical people who do not work effectively on the interper

sonal level."
She said that corporations are also con
cerned about innovation and strategic
thinking — areas where narrowly edu
cated people are often found lacking.
Wasylyshyn thinks that colleges which
are instituting interdisciplinary approaches
to their business curriculum are on the
right track for future needs. She adds that
ethics, environmental concerns, interper
sonal relationships, and openness to per
sonal growth will become increasingly
important for the executive of the future.
Her perceptions are backed up by a re
port on interdisciplinary approaches to edu
cation headed by University of Michigan
professor, Joan Stark. The report stressed
that simply having liberal arts requirements
for students in professional programs is
not enough.
"Instead of trying to integrate (disci
plines) as a meaningful whole," Stark said
in an interview in the Chronicle of Higher
Education, "all we have been trying to do is
force the liberal arts on students who don't
want it." The report advocates more team
teaching and interdisciplinary courses
along with guidelines to employers and graduate schools to be
less narrow about what they want from undergraduates.
Some business schools are already heeding the call. At the
Darden School of the University of Virginia, professors from
the humanities and business have teamed up to teach a course
called "Great Books in Management". Some of the books read
in the course include Babbitt, Billy Budd, 'Walden, and Death of a
Salesman. What do these works have to do with business? They
are used to show the human side of management and the nature
of authority. For example Melville's "Bartleby the Scrivener "is
used to show how losing a job affects a man working for a
financial firm.
Rather than a traditional exam, students in the course are
given a short story, and asked to write a paper about its
connection to management in a modern corporation.
Maine's College of Business has no plans for interdisciplinary
courses with the humanities, but it does seem to be doing better
than most schools in providing business majors with a broad
based education. In fact, 40% of a business major's courses can
be taken outside of his or her discipline.
"We are really an upper-level college," said business school
dean, Stanley Devino. "Students take primarily communica
tions, social and behavioral sciences, and other liberal arts
courses in their first two years. They really don't even start
getting into business and management until their junior and
senior years."
Devino noted that Maine's business school is more broad
based than many others he is aware of and he thinks it benefits
students in their "upward job mobility" after graduation.
✓
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Penny Blaisdell '68

Mark Crosby '81

Franklin S. Van Antwerpen '64
s.

Penny Blaisdell '68
elected V.P. at
Arthur D. Little

far wrong." (Taken from November 20,
1988 Philadelphia Inquirer)
Van Antwerpen received an engineer
ing physics degree at UMaine, but
changed his professional direction when
he decided to attend Temple Law School,
where he earned his J.D. in 1967. He cur
rently lives with his wife and three chil
dren in Easton, Pennsylvania

Franklin S. Van
Antwerpen '64 is
presiding judge in
major racketeering
case in Philadelphia

T

I
I
I

11 didn’t take Franklin S. Van Antwerpen very long to land a historic case after
being sworn in as United States District
Judge in eastern Pennsylvania in Decem
ber of 1987.
The highly publicized trial involved a
major Philadelphia crime syndicate
headed by Nicodemo Scarfo and sixteen
of his associates. The trial resulted in con
victions for all those indicted on various
charges including murder, attempted
murder, extortion, and a list of other ille
galities.
A front page story in the November
20th Philadelphia Inquirer called the ver
dict "a stunning blow to the Philadelphia
mob." It was generally believed that Scarfo
had been the area crime boss for over
seven years.
The jurors in the trial remained anony
mous throughout the proceedings. When
the jury foreman finished giving Van
Antwerpen the verdict, the judge thanked
all the jurors and assured them that their
names would forever be kept secret.
"It's sufficient to say you are all Ameri
cans," Van Antwerpen said. "As long as
the people of America stay in control of
the courts, I don't believe we will go too
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Mark Crosby '81 is
1988 Trio Achiever
I

A cademic achievement, career success,

he board of Directors at Arthur D
Little Decision Resources in Burlington,
Massachusetts recently elected Univer
sity of Maine graduate Penny Blaisdell
'68 to vice president.
Blaisdell is now responsible for the Spec
trum Service to which over a hundred
leading multinational telecommunica
tions and information systems manufac
turers subscribe These programs iden
tify, analyze, and predict key competi
tive and technological changes in these
markets.
Prior to joining Little in 1987, Blaisdell
held various management positions in
sales and marketing at Wang Laborato
ries and AT&T. She graduated from
Maine in 1968, summa cum laude.

and civic commitment all contributed to
the selection of Mark Crosby '81 as the
1988 Trio Achiever. The award is given
annually by the National Council of
Educational Opportunity Associations
Crosby is currently a personnel officer
with Fleet Bank in Bangor. He received
both his undergraduate and his graduate
degrees from Maine with honors. He
attended Mount Desert Island High,
where he was an Upward Bound student
from 1975-77.
Crosby represented the University of
Maine and New England at the NCEOA
award presentation in Washington, D.C.
n October 6,1988, Richard S. Greene
In presenting the award, Alan Parks, , III B.A. '73, and M. Ed. '75 received the
director of the Upward Bound Program Presidential Award, "Outstanding Fed
at UM, called Crosby "an excellent eral Employee with a Disability" for his
scholar, outstanding citizen, and continu work at the Tennessee Valley Authority.
ing contributor to disadvantaged students The award is presented by the Office of
through his service and model stature."
Personnel Management.
I

Richard S. Greene '73
named Outstanding
Federal Employee

O

Greene began work at the TVA in 1979.
In 1985, after years of mysterious symp
toms and numerous examinations, he was
diagnosed as having multiple sclerosis.
Gradually, as the disease progressed, he
was forced to leave the classroom trainmg environment in which he had earned
the respect of peers and participants alike
The TVA then made Greene a manager
of one of its Outplacement Centers. In this
job he got around in the electric powered
vehicle (Rascal, shown at right), which
was purchased by his division.
Because of his disability, Greene retired
from the TVA this past September. But
true to character, he says, " I don't intend
to sit back on my haunches." To prove the
point, he recently teamed up with a friend
and has started a management consultant
business, UPP Enterprises, headquartered
in Knoxville

Former Black Bear
hockey star Mike
McHugh '88 makes
it to the NHL

!

Richard S. Greene III '73 was recently given the Outstanding Federal Employee with a
Disability Award, for his service with the Tennessee Valley Authority.

I t might not be for long, but former

At Maine, McHugh was a "walk on"
Maine hockey great Mike McHugh has
who many thought was too small to play
fulfilled his life-long dream of playing
Division 1 hockey. Of course by his sen
hockey in the National Hockey League. I ior year he proved he could play about as
McHugh was called up to the Minne well as anyone in college hockey. In 1988
sota North Stars in December to replace
he was named Hockey East and New
an injured player and almost immedi
England Player of the Year. And because
ately found himself on the ice with the 1 of his all-out effort, his gutsy play, and his
legendary Wayne Gretzky.
I obvious love of the sport, he was always
"He was really something to watch,"
one of the Black Bear fans favorites at the
McHugh told Larry Mahoney of the BahAlfond Arena.
gor Daily News "He has so much talent.
McHugh, who is only the second per
He always seems to have the puck."
son from the state of Maine to make it to
McHugh said he was a bit awestruck
the NHL, gives UM coach Shawn Walsh
about being on the ice with the likes of a great deal of credit for his success. Of
Gretzky, but added that he has managed
most importance, McHugh said, was that
to hold his own so far
Walsh stressed the fundamentals.
McHugh's very first game with the
"Without a doubt, anybody thinking
North Stars ended in a tie, and the Minne about playing pro hockey should look at
sota coach had enough confidence in the
Maine," McHugh told Mahoney. "Of all
young Maine player to put him on the ice
the people I’ve played with in my pro
in overtime.
career, very few understand how to play
After four games, McHugh said the
defense."
nervousness was slowly beginning to
wear off.
"It gets a little easier every shift," he Right: Mike McHugh, far left, in a victory
hug with Maine teammates last year.
said.
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EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK
Respondents say don't eliminate the minor sports at Maine

Alumni Express Concerns About UM Sports
Our article "Setting Priorities" in

I all 198b

the fall issue of MAINE struck a
chord with many of you. We re
ceived a pile of letters and just about
200 responses to our little survey
asking what you think about the di
rection of Maine sports.
Before we share your responses, a
few clarifying points. First our sur
vey was in no way a scientific one.
Although we were extremely
pleased with the number of re
ponses, 200 people cannot speak for
an alumni body of almost 70,000.
Our purpose was not to show with
any statistical validity where alumni
stand on the issue, but simply to
solicit a variety of reactions to the
Maine sports program from our
readership.
With that said, here are the results
from the five questions we asked:

Question #1
Do you think a strong sports program
helps attract good students to a college?
yes - 42% no - 58%

Question #2
Should Maine try to be a national power
in some sports?
yes - 40% no - 60%

Question #3
Would you support eliminating more
minor nonrevenue sports?
yes -14% no - 86%

Question #4
Do you feel proud when Maine receives
national attention in a sport?
yes - 67% no - 33%
I

Question #5
Do you think the UM administration is
placing too much emphasis on sports?
yes - 60% no - 40%
As question #5 indicates, a clear major
ity of respondents felt that too much
emphasis is being placed on sports. What
becomes clear when you read the com
ments and letters, however, is that most
respondents were not "anti-sports". Their
concern was more the degree of attention
30
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which sports seem to be receiving at UM
Many indicated that they wouldn't mind
the push for success in sports if they
thought academic quality was also re
ceiving a high priority
"If the fervor were equal for academic
excellence, I might feel differently," wrote
one Maine graduate.
"Let's be a Harvard, not a Michigan,"
said another.
"The University of Maine's number one
responsibility — only responsibility — is
to educate. Period " wrote Robert Olsen
'82. "Athletics are extra...President Lick
and the trustees should spend more time
pushing academics and less time dream
ing about football fields, clubhouses, etc."
In expressing his opinion, Robert C.
Jones '37 quoted a column in the Lewiston
Daily Sun. "I want to be assured the Uni
versity of Maine is a brain factory, not a
jock mill."
Others, however, are very pleased with
the state of sports at Maine. "It seems to
me that high achievement in sports and
academics go hand in hand," wrote G.M.
Palmer '61.
Another UM alumnus said that because
of the success of last year's hockey team,
he has increased his giving to the univer
sity from $25 to $200. "Because Maine is
isolated from the rest of the country, it

needs the exposure," he wrote
"I don't think I've ever been more
proud than to see our Black Bear
fans at the Boston Garden for the
Hockey East Tournament the last
two years," wrote Ed Lepage '60.
"Yes, I believe that a competitive
national program brings us closer
together "
Russell L Potter '69 echoed
Lepage's feelings. "I believe a strong
athletic program generates substan
tial good will, contributions, and
enrollment for the university as a
whole It is unsurpassed, in my view,
for uniting the entire campus "
The question that alumni respon
dents were most united about re
garded the elimination of minor,
nonrevenue sports An overwhelm
ing 86% said that they opposed
eliminating any nonrevenue sports
at Maine Broad participation by
the student body in athletics seemed to be
a priority of many.
"It's easy to get carried away with the
national recognition a successful team
can bring," wrote Carol Utterback Guerrin '68, "but I feel UMaine must concen
trate on a varied athletic program for both
women and men It would be a tragedy to
eliminate minor, nonrevenue sports,
because the university would be sacrific
ing the interests and abilities of many to
support only a few on the ’glory trail’. I
feel proud when UMaine receives na
tional recognition, but I feel prouder
knowing your purpose is encouraging
athletic participation on a broad scale."
Emil V. Swift '66 agrees. "Do not elimi
nate any revenue or nonrevenue-producing sports As many students as possible
should have the opportunity to partici
pate and broaden their life experience
base. We have no need to be ranked na
tionally or compete in a rigorous Division
1 schedule."
i
On the question of whether or not they
feel pride when Maine receives national
recognition in a sport, a clear majority
(67%) of respondents said yes. This would
seem to give some support to UM presi
dent Dale Lick's contention that success
in sports is good public relations.
But many alumni qualified their an-

swer with statements such as, "We're all
human — of course I feel proud — but
that's not the only measure of success."
The one conclusion that we can draw
from the above responses is that many
alumni are concerned about the direction
of sports at their alma mater. A pervasive
worry was what one graduate termed
"the professionalizing" of college sports
Many said they would rather have UM
teams represented by more in-state play
ers
Edward F. Bowden, Class of 1950, wrote
that he is a big sports fan and is very
favorably impressed with Maine's play
ers and coaches. "I am concerned, how
ever, at the overemphasis placed on ath
letic programs," he said. "I, like so many,
like winning, but not at the expense of
losing all identity with Maine girls and
boys...I just don't think it is the way to go,
but I am certain it is the way the univer
sity is going. Will there be a quota for in
state students?"
UM athletic administrators and coaches
feel that the perceptions about the UM
sports program do not match the reality.
They think that many people are associat
ing success in sports with a sudden shift
in resource priorities Football coach Tim
Murphy says such is just not the case. He
notes that increases in the football budget
have been minimal, and that his allotted
scholarships and overall budget are
among the lowest in the Yankee confer
ence. He attributes recent success in foot
ball to hard work, excellent recruiting
efforts, and generally making the most of
the resources available.
Hockey Coach Shawn Walsh agrees,
noting that his hockey budget was actu
ally cut slightly after his tremendously
successful 1987-88 season.
Yes, Maine's current crop of head
coaches wants to win. But as our article
indicated, they understand that athletics
are a secondary part of a university's
function. They are level-headed people
who have a good perspective on their
sport's role in the overall state of affairs at
UMaine.
Still there remains the perception that
the emphasis on sports is growing.
Whether the concern is well-founded or
not, the message coming from many
alumni is one that the University of Maine
will be well-served to remember as it
plans for the future: athletic success shou Id
always take a back seat to academic excel
lence.

The first of our new tenants in MaineTech Center
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
• Bureau of Labor Education
• Offices of Business, Industrial & Governmental
• Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship • Maine Council on Economic Education

u

These public service units which serve business, edu
cation and industry, exemplify the kind of relationships
fostered in a University related research and support
complex like Maine Technology Park

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Up to 10,000 sq ft of lab, office or production space
adjacent to the UMO facility at MaineTech Center with
subdivisions in 1000 sq ft parcels
Ideally located in Maine Technology Park al I-95 and
Stillwater Avenue each new space offers ample parking
for you and your clients and can be finished to fit your
exact needs
Maine Technology Park offers business a beautiful/
professional setting complete with jogging trails and
picnic areas In the fall of 1989 a first class hotel/confer
ence center will be completed Along with the 10,000
sq ft of space available now in MaineTech Center, we
have several beautiful
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ’HESE
sites remaining in the
OR OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
park that we can
Pt EASE CONTACT
build to suit your new
facility

FUTURE TENANT
6000SF

r
SHARED
OFFICE
SPACE

FUTURE TENANT

MARIANNE FRIEDLUND
MAINtTECH DEVELOPMENT CO
FRANKLIN SI BANGOR ME 04401
(207) 947 9959

MAINE S PREMIERE OFFICE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY LOCATION
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Remote — Secluded

LETTERS
Four superior universities have superb
programs without sports. For those that
do well in both spheres there seems to be
no connection between the two. A Har
vard is so strong that it would not be hurt
if it ever wanted to field a top 10 football
team. I am not as sure about a Maine.
During my Maine years the principal
sports rivalry was the State Series with
Bowdoin, Bates, and Colby Bowdoin
often dominated During the past 40 years
Maine has so improved in some sports
that the others are not in the same league.
During the same period the role of sports
has changed but little at Bowdoin, Bates,
and Colby. However, they have devel
oped academically to a degree that I
would not have thought possible It
appears that UMaine is no longer in their
league

More alumni respond
to "Setting Priorities"
(See "Editor's Notebook" on page 30 for
additional alumni reactions to our fall
ai tide on the UM sports piogiam)

Nicatous
Vacationing
for the Outdoorsman
and Family
"Revisit Maine In Every Sense"
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your hosts: Chris and Pete Norris '68
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T he question posed on the cover and
in the lead article of your fall '88 issue
should never need to be asked The busi
ness of a universitv is education and
scholarship. Sports should be fun but
sports must be secondary in a university
Professional sports are for truly profes
sional teams.
When I was at Maine, Class of '41, there
were some superb courses, especially in
the sciences, and some of the departmen
tal programs, including my own, were
ahead of their time My preparation at
UMaine has served me well in a profes
sional and academic career Sports were
fun and amateur I came from a family
devoted to sports, especially UMaine
sports. I would have participated, I tried,
but my talents were not enough to make
the step from a small high school to col
lege. I settled for the status of an avid fan
and remain so I was excited over Maine's
move into national prominence, first in
baseball and then hockey
Overall my UMaine was not a strong
university. It performed much better in
undergraduate than in graduate educa
tion while research lagged far behind It
fulfilled well its role as the state univer
sity of a small, poor state. I assumed that
with better times, a growing population,
more students going to college, and a
greater national interest in advanced
education UMaine had grown Recently
I was much disillusioned when I looked
at the rating in two well-regarded col
lege guides. We might have had a better
rating in 1941. I cannot say that the
emphasis on sports has hurt the univer
sity but it hasn't seemed to help. Neither
can I argue that sports do not bring in
money for facilities. Do, however, sports
help build faculty, programs, and a top
flight student body? Usually objectives
are not achieved by assigning them a
lower priority and the diversion of ener
gies.
My other alma mater, Yale, has grown
steadily while de-emphasizing sports.
*

Charles A Hall, M D. '41

1

can't resist1 Most questionnaires
seem to miss the point — never any
middle ground to speak to Therefore,
being a Maine grad and native Maineiac,
I must tell you what I really think.
Isn't a university an educational insti
tution? Assuming it is then producing
healthy bodies should be part of the edu
cation as well as toning the mind. I fail to
subscribe to the theory that team sports
do all that much for life after campus.
Consequently, teaching folks to partici
pate in life sports should probably take
precedence over the head and body
banging "revenue" sports Thanks for
teaching me the new term (nonrevenue)
for the athletic endeavors I've done for
32 years.
I did not participate in collegiate sports
while at Maine because I needed the
time to get an education. Perhaps that 4year period of reduced activity built the
fire that has kept me aggressively com
peting in road racing (foot and bicycle),
Nordic skiing, and biathlon. All the while
allowing me to learn more about diet,
training techniques, and stress manage
ment. Incidentally, the education has per
mitted me to buy the toys associated
with "my" beneficial life sports.

I
!

Steve Chandler '65
Plymouth, NH

BENNETT
ENGINEERING

T hank you for the thought-provoking
article on academic and athletic priorities
at the University of Maine.
Like many others, I believe a strong ath
letic program generates substantial good
will, contributions, and enrollment for
the university as a whole It is unsur
passed, in my view, for uniting the entire
/campus. /
I have been pleased with the rise of the
men's hockey team and the competitive
ness of the football team, but I have been
disappointed in the mediocrity of the base
ball team in recent years (no World Series
appearances) and the perennial weak per
formance by the men's basketball team
As the article stated, modern facilities
would be a real step toward upgrading
those programs. New facilities would be
a worthwhile investment. I urge a fun
draising drive based on canvassing all
alumni as a start.

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

Heating • Ventilating • Air-Conditioning • Plumbing • Electrical
Bennett Road
P.O. Box 297
Freeport, ME 04032
(207) 865-9475

William S. Bennett, P.E.
Class of 1962

Russell L. Potter '69
Washington, D.C.
P.S. Don't change the Stein Song.

I

object to the recent trend in sports. I
have written to President Lick and did
not receive satisfactory answers to my
questions. Perhaps you can find some of
the answers1. Has research demonstrated that
the people of Maine believe revenue
producing sports are important and
valued activities for the state university
to expend funds on?
2. How many Maine resident stu
dents receive sports scholarships (what
percentage and how many dollars)?
3. How do women students benefit
from athletic scholarships?
4. What has happened to physical
education/fitness and health/wellness
programs?
5. Why is publicity focused on reve
nue-producing sports rather than nonre
venue-producing sports such as arch
ery, skiing, bowling, field hockey, la
crosse, racquetball, etc?
6. Why is there a lack of focus on
academic excellence, i.e. are there any
Fulbright scholars, how many students
were National Merit Scholars, how does
Maine compare with other universities
in producing Phi Beta Kappa students,
etc.
Nancy B. Hill '64
Mt. Pleasant, SC

148 Kelsey St.
So Portland, Maine 04106

HVAC PRODUCTS INC.

MEMBER

I

MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVE
(207) 767-6100
1-800-441-4456

ED ROWE '83

FAX (207) 767-0704

University of Maine Summer Sports Clinics
for boys and girls, age 11 to grade 12
Baseball
Tennis
Soccer

__Boys’ Basketball
__Girls' Basketball
_ Athletic Training

__ Diving
__Hockey
__Softball

__ Swimming
__ Wrestling
__ X-country

For information: Clip this coupon and send along
with your name and address to:
Summer Sports Clinics, Memorial Gymnasium
University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469-0143
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Stay on the Coast of Maine

THE SEASIDE
Oceanfront 22 unit bed and breakfast on 20 acres with private beach.
Open year round-Off-season rates, breakfast included.

Museum director
opposes sale of art

THE SEASIDE MOTOR INN

S

Gooch’s Beach
Box 631M (207) 967-4461
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
©

Sandy (Willis) ’65 & Mike Severance ’65
„
Family Innkeepers for Travelers Since 1667

HASCALL AND HALL, INC.
273 Presumpscot Street, Portland, Maine 04104
P.O. Box 1922
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Ed Smith '50
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Rudy Violette ’50

everal issues discussed in the fall '88
issue of MAINE prompt me (a museum
professional of some 25 years and a
member of the college/university sub
committee of the Association of Art
Museum Directors, among other qualifi
cations) to share with readers/alumni the
unequivocal guidelines of the AAMD as
to the selling — i.e. "deaccessioning" —
of works of art from an established mu
seum collection.
Without knowing all the details, I would
still have to protest the sale of art from
UM's Palmer Collection "to fund a num
ber of academic and athletic projects" .This
is a terrible precedent and entirely counter
to accepted museum practice.
The "bible" of museum practice, a slen
der brochure entitled Professional Prac
tices in Art Museums published, and peri
odically updated, by the AAMD, states as
follows:
"The deaccession and disposal of a work
of art from a museum's collection re
quires particularly rigorous examination.
Deaccessioning should be related to pol
icy rather than to the exigency of the mo
ment, and funds obtained through dis
posal must be used to replenish the col
lection." The guidelines continue. "Should
the deaccession and disposal be proposed,
full justification should be provided to
the board by the director and the respon
sible curator; final action should rest with
the board. The procedure for
deaccession...should be at least as rigor
ous as that for purchasing major works of
art."
As I see it, the question of whether UMis
placing too much emphasis on sports is in
part answered by the proposed sale of
works of art with a portion of the pro
ceeds going to athletics. If the trustees of
the university approve this sale, after
ample justification, the proceeds should
only go to replenish the university's col
lection; I can imagine art purchase funds
are as scant at my alma mater as else
where in academe.
While deaccessioning and disposal may
be a legitimate part of the formation and
care of collections, it should only be in
tended to refine and improve the quality
and appropriateness of the collection.

1

What kind of message does the sale of the
Palmer art objects to raise money for par
allel bars and bowling balls send to po
tential alumni donors of art to the univer
sity? As your magazine cover states,
"Setting Priorities", indeed!
Jan E. Adlmann '59
Director, The Art Gallery
Vassar College
Editor's note: While a strong case can
be made for never selling works of art to
fund nonmuseum projects, it should be
noted that Mr. Palmer willed the artifacts
to the university to be sold, not to a
museum or a collection.

13 class, I learned very little.
Having read the article I now under
stand why I, and quite a few other stu
dents, could not catch all of Dr.
Pogorzelski's lectures; he indeed lectured
"in a language no one understands", or
understood as freshmen in the fall of 1983.
I admire a lifetime dedication to
making mathematical history. However,
for myself and others attempting to
comprehend the subject matter of MS13, I would have appreciated lectures in
a language freshmen could understand.

Sally Ann Pauls '87
Randolph, ME

Finds math
obsession irrational

Don't mess with the
Stein Song

T

T his is in answer to the letter which ad-

he article starting on page 12 of the
fall issue of MAINE ("Maine's Obsessed
Mathematician") was horribly depress
ing. The idea that an intelligent man
could, at the expense of wife, family, and
a normal life, pursue a nebulous formula
which obviously has little value to any
one but himself. And to such extremes!
It is equally depressing to find the
UMaine Alumni Association, by pub
lishing the article, giving its approval to
that sort of "irrationality".
I have spent a lifetime building means
of broadcasting intelligence. And my
complaint is that we have run out of in
telligence. It seems to me the article is
further proof of the fact that we have run
out of intelligence.

H.W. Holt '24
West Hartford, CT
Editor's note: Just a point of clarifiction. We
write articles about what is going on with our
alumni and what is going on at the university.
A decision to inform our readers about a
person or an event is in no way an indication
of approval or disapproval.

T

he fall '88 issue of MAINE exempli
fied and glorified "Maine's Obsessed
Mathematician", Henry Pogorzelski. I
respect the work and dedication Dr. Po
gorzelski has given to the study of mathe
matics. However, as a freshman in the fall
of 1983, enrolled in Dr. Pogorzelski's MS-

versely criticized the Maine Stein Song in
the fall '88 issue of MAINE.
Poets, philosophers, and writers are not
always inspired to write in material terms.
Their efforts are more often directed to
the figurative and symbolic.
From ancient times history has raised
its voice in toasts to praise, success, and
the future. Why shouldn't we do the same
for our alma mater and remember the
days we spent there when the world was
no obstacle for us?
Why shouldn't we be loyal to Maine?
What enhanced our future but the educa
tion we received there?
As we left, we looked forward to the fu
ture, to the companions of life before us.
How can it be said better than in the lines
of the Stein Song?
My sympathy to those who see life only
in terms of the concrete and tangible. It is
the spirit of the song which still carries on.
That is why we sing it.
Helen N. Mayo '26
Saratoga Springs, NY

T ell Ms. Guilmartin that she is guilty of
stepping on tradition. Some things should
be left alone. Perhaps she would like to
change the "Star-Spangled Banner"!

Foster L. Higgins '41
San Bernardino, CA
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HEAVYWEIGHT CREWNECK SWEATSHIRT. 35%
Cotton z65% Polyester. Features set-in sleeves.
Available in White or Grey with Navy imprint.
SIZES' S, M, L, XL. $28.95 GEAR
28 HEAVYWEIGHT CREWNECK SWEATSHIRT. 35%
Cotton/ 65% Polyester Features set-in sleeves. Navy
with White imprint SIZES’ S, M, L, XL. $30.95 GEAR
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Super Heavyweight Sweats by Champion shrink much less than
ordinary sweats because they are twice as thick and the REVERSE
WEAVE construction completely eliminates vertical (leg and arm)
shrinkage. These oversized garments have large, sewn-in gussets,
double-stitched seams and extra tacking at stress points to ensure
years of wearability.

3A PREMIUM WEIGHT REVERSE WEAVE HOODED
SWEATSHIRT 89% Cotton/8% Acrylic/3% Rayon.
Features 2-ply hood with drawstring, set-in sleeves, rib
knit cuffs/waistband, and front pouch pocket. Grey
with Navy imprint. SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL. $41.95

3D

3B PREMIUM WEIGHT REVERSE WEAVE
CREWNECK SWEATSHIRT. 89% Cotton/
8% Acrylic/3% Rayon. Features set-in
sleeves with rib-knit cuffs/waistband.
Grey with White imprint and
Navy shadow.
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL.
$35.95

3C PREMIUM WEIGHT
REVERSE WEAVE SWEATPANT.
89% Cotton/8% Acrylic/3% Rayon.
Features elastic waistband with
internal drawstring and elasticized
cuffs. Grey with Navy imprint.
SIZES: S, M, L, XL. $28.95

3D UMBRELLA. 100% Nylon. Navy with
White imprint, and Black grip handle.
Comes with its own Navy cover with White
imprint. $11.95
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Burlington, Vermont 05401
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Take credit
for your achievements.

University of Maine Alumni Association
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Introducing the
University of Maine Alumni Association
Special Edition VISA and MasterCard from Key Bank.

F

Support your college and acquire one
of the world’s most prestigious and
accepted credit cards -at tremen
dous savings Your Special Edition
VISA or MasterCard gives you credit
convenience, the added recognition
of our college logo right on it, and
a low $10.00 annual fee. And a
significant portion of your fee plus
a portion of each transaction goes
directly to the Alumni Association,
to further our support of the univer
sity’s important programs. So watch
your mailbox for an application, and
take credit for your UM education.
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Important benefits of your University of
Maine Alumni Association VISA or
MasterCard from Key Bank:

■ Annual Fee only $10.00
■ $150,000 Airline Travel Insurance’
■ Lost Luggage Reimbursement
Insurance*
■ Low Annual Percentage Rate of 16.5%
■ Cash advances at over 50,000 ATMs
worldwide including Key Bank Passkey
machines throughout the state of Maine
■ Convenient VISA or MasterCard Checks
■ Travel discounts through Gordon Clapp
Travel Agency
■ 1-800 Buyline savings service

Available February, 1989.
‘Airline tickets must be purchased with University of Maine Alumni Association VISA
or MasterCard for coverage to apply

Member FDIC

